
WAUSAU POLICING TASK FORCE MINUTES 

Date/Time:   Monday, July 21, 2021 at 6:30 p.m. 
Location:  Wausau City Council Training – 407 Grant St, Wausau  
Members present:   John Robinson, William Harris, Michael Klemp‐North, Patrick Peckham and 

Michael Loy 
Members absent:   Sarah Schneck, Kayley McColley 
Others Present:  Benjamin Bliven, Katie Rosenberg, Jean Frankel, Kristin Sorenson, Theresa 

Wetzsteon, Ruth Heinzl, Kyle Mayo, and Nikki Delatolas 
 
In accordance with Chapter 19, Wisconsin State Statutes, notice of this meeting was posted at Wausau 
City Hall, and emailed to the Wausau Daily Herald in the proper manner. 

Meeting was called to order at 6:32 pm by John Robinson. 

Vote on previous minutes: Will Harris moved to accept the minutes; Michael Klemp‐North seconded; the 
motion passed unanimously.  

Discussion: Survey – we have received about 1000 back, roughly 50/50 paper versus electronic.  Eric 
Giordano is going to start working on studying the data sometime next week. 

Discussion: Theresa Wetzteon, Marathon County District Attorney’s Office.  Cases come to the DA’s 
office via arrests, criminal citation, referral or warnings.  Arrests are a very small portion of the cases.  
Criminal citations are similar to a traffic citation, but require the defendant to appear in court. A referral 
is done by a law enforcement agency after they have investigated; the referred person isn’t necessarily 
aware that they are being referred.   

There is a major bottleneck because all of the data has to be hand entered into the DA system.  There is 
an interface coming but it has been difficult to get the software vendor to make the interface correct. 

Every morning the DA’s office receives the list of the defendants that were brought in to jail in the last 
24 hours. The list and case files come in at 10 am, and the ADAs look through each defendant’s criminal 
history and see if they meet the threshold for diversion or if they need to be charged.  Charging 
decisions need to be made by noon for court at 2 pm.  Attorneys need to look through the previous 
criminal charges for time frames of previous offenses, as this impacts which statutes can be used.  
Sometimes the charges are held because the defendant will be diverted.  Sometimes they are dropped 
because the ADA sees issues that prevent them from ethically prosecuting the case. 

If the DA’s office decides a defendant will be charged, the defendant needs to decide how they are going 
to be represented.  The threshold to qualify for a public defender is very low, but if they defendant can’t 
come up with the retainer needed for their own attorney, the public defender will often appear with 
defendant initially and he or she can retain an attorney later.   If they don’t qualify for a public defender 
but can’t quite afford an attorney, there is an in between that is with a county attorney appointed by 
the judge.  At no time can the DA’s office have contact with the defendant. They can only communicate 
with the defendant’s attorney. 

When a defendant is taken to jail, the jail sets bond.  DA is not involved. The state has a book listing the 
bond amounts for various statutes and the criteria that determines whether they can do a signature 
bond, cash bond, or no bond. If they can’t make bond, they stay until court the next day when a judge 
sets bond. A felony will usually require staying incarcerated. 



Pre‐charge diversion decisions are made before the initial hearing.  Wanted to make the process for 
diversion decisions to be very streamlined, efficient, and fair to all involved parties.  Wanted to be sure 
that all appropriate cases are considered for the diversion program.  Candidates are typically first time, 
low level offense defendants.  Criminal citations give the best opportunity for this outcome because the 
arrest record doesn’t exist and because they aren’t in jail waiting for a decision, it gives the DA the time 
to decide if the diversion program is a good fit.  Marathon County has the biggest diversion program in 
the state. 

Covid has really put a wrench in everything because of the jail not being able to take inmates.  
Defendants are out on bond that are committing new offenses. 

Kyle Mayo is main attorney for drug trafficking cases.  He works closely with Community Resource Unit 
at WPD making investigative decisions, often real time as the officers are in the thick of things. 

During the initial determination of charging a defendant, the same ADA looks at all cases to see if any of 
the defendants would qualify for diversion.  However, all prosecutors can determine if their case can be 
sent to diversion after charges are set.   

Our diversion plans have some good success. The recidivism rate is nearly half the national rate.  It is 
difficult to get data, as the software programs used do not have built in databases, so things have to be 
done manually. 

Diversion programs in place in Marathon County are strictly done at the option of the county.  None of 
them are mandated, and many of them are specific to this county and not practiced in other counties in 
the state. 

The next meeting will be Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 6:30 pm in council chambers.  

Motion to adjourn made by Pat Peckham and seconded by Will Harris; passed unanimously.   

Meeting adjourned at 9:02 pm.  



WAUSAU POLICING TASK FORCE MINUTES 

Date/Time:  Monday, August 23, 2021 at 6:30 p.m. 
Location: Wausau City Council Chambers – 407 Grant St, Wausau  
Members present:  John Robinson, William Harris, Michael Klemp-North, Patrick Peckham and 

Michael Loy 
Members absent:  Sarah Schneck, Kayley McColley 
Others Present: Matt Barnes, Katie Rosenberg, Jean Frankel, Kristin Sorenson, Eric Giordano, April 

Bleske-Rechek 
 
In accordance with Chapter 19, Wisconsin State Statutes, notice of this meeting was posted at Wausau 
City Hall, and emailed to the Wausau Daily Herald in the proper manner. 

Meeting was called to order at 6:33 pm by John Robinson. 

Vote on previous minutes: Those were not distributed, so this will be postponed to next meeting. 

Discussion: Overview of survey results by April Bleske-Rechek, WIPPS. 1231 responded to the survey.  
Very little response from the Asian and Black groups – 1.5% of respondents each. The young 
demographic is also very slim. 

Discussion: Focus Group Meetings. What is the purpose of the focus groups? Gaps, baseline, 
recommendations. April recommended under 30 of various races; mental health concerns; Hmong; 
police officers; arrested or two or more stops. So as to start the focus groups without waiting until next 
meeting, Michael Loy moved to start with April’s suggestions, second by Peckham.  William Harris 
suggested that the committee ponder it until next meeting and made a motion to lay over the topic to 
the next meeting, second by North, passed unanimously. 

Discussion: Update of State Legislation Impacting Policing – postponed to next meeting. 

Discussion: Defining Need for Additional Services by Deputy Chief Matt Barnes. Largest gap issues 
identified by officers is 51.15 intake and the time involved with getting them to services.  Lack of 
medically monitored detox. Lack of residential facilities for treatment. Officers are getting engaged with 
individuals and noticing the differences in programs for treatments. Involuntary service compliance is 
easy. Voluntary compliance in community treatment is lower – these individuals need someone to 
support them 24 hours a day to comply.  The at-risk groups with AODA and mental health have a severe 
lack of affordable housing; cannot deal with their issues when basic needs are not met.  CART can 
definitely use overnight staffing; perhaps crisis workers working out of the PD. Transportation is another 
gap issue for elderly and AODA or mental health. Suggestion that more options for custodial care v. 
treatment would make dramatic difference. Homelessness program will end in December. Finding a way 
to continue this program with a social worker instead of a police officer would be a good 
recommendation. 

The next meeting will be Monday, September 13th, 2021 at 7 pm in council chambers.  

Meeting adjourned at 8:26 pm.  
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Results of the Wausau Policing Community Survey (June-August, 2021) - DRAFT 9/7/2021
 April Bleske-Rechek, PhD, WIPPS Research Partners 

Section I: The Sample 
Respondents were primarily residents of Wausau. They tended to have lived and worked in Wausau for a number of 
years and they tended to be middle-aged or older. About half had a college degree or more, and slightly over half were 
women. 

Table 1: Respondent Characteristics 
Respondent Characteristic Percent (%) in 

each category 
Living in Wausau (N=1215) 

Lives in Wausau (now or has in the past) 95% 
Does not live in Wausau 5% 

Number of Years Living in Wausau (N=1145) 
0 to 5 years 14% 
6 to 10 years 8% 
More than 10 years 78% 

Working in Wausau (N=1210) 
Works in Wausau (now or has in the past) 86% 
Does not work in Wausau 14% 

Number of Years Working in Wausau (N=1032) 
0 to 5 years 14% 
6 to 10 years 13% 
More than 10 years 73% 

Age (N=1207) 
18-20 1% 
21-30 8% 
31-50 27% 
51-65 28% 
66+ 36% 

Gender Identification (N=1212) 
Man 44% 
Woman 55% 
Non-Binary .7% 
Other .6% 

Race/Ethnic Heritage (N=1205) 
White 92% 
Black 1.5% 
Asian 1.5% 
Other 5% 
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Respondent Characteristic Percent (%) in 
each category 

Sexual Orientation (N=1171) 
Bisexual 4% 
Heterosexual 92% 
Homosexual 1.5% 
Other 2.5% 

Highest Education Level (N=1214) 
Elementary school .3% 
High School or GED 19% 
Vocational degree, some college 31% 
College degree 28% 
Some graduate school or master’s degree 17% 
Doctorate degree 4% 
Other .5% 

Home Ownership (N=1215) 
Yes 82% 
No 18% 

Mental Health Status (N=1202) 
One or more mental health conditions noted 32% 
No mental health conditions noted 68% 

Most Recent Direct Interaction with WPD (N=1220) 
Within the last 6 months 32% 
Within the last year 15% 
Within the last 2 years 16% 
More than 2 years ago 27% 
Never 10% 

Stops by Police in the Past 12 Months (N=1223) 
0 85% 
1 10% 
2 or more 5% 

Arrests in the Past 12 Months (N=1219) 
0 97% 
1 or more 3% 

Note. Total number of respondents = 1231. For each question, there are missing responses. 
Written N = 715 (English).  Online N = 516 (514 English, 2 Spanish). 
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Section II: General Perceptions of the Wausau Police 
 
Respondents graded the overall performance of the Wausau Police Department. On this scale, a grade of A=4.0 and 
grade of F=0.0. The mean grade was 3.22. Figure 1 shows that 85% of participants assigned the WPD a grade of A or B. 
 
Figure 1. Respondents’ grading of the overall performance of the Wausau Police Department. 

 
 
Various demographic characteristics were associated with assigning a lower grade. As shown in the table below, the 
following groups gave a lower grade, on average: non-white respondents, non-heterosexual respondents, respondents 
with one or more mental health concerns, respondents 30 and younger, non-homeowners, respondents without a post-
secondary degree, and respondents who had been stopped, approached, or arrested by the police in the past 12 
months. Some of the group differences were quite large. The younger respondents, for example, gave a mean grade that 
was about a full letter grade lower than what older respondents gave (essentially a C+ versus a B+).  
 
Table 2. Mean grade given to the WPD, for various groups of respondents. Statistically significant differences between 
groups are noted with an asterisk. 

 Mean Grade  
(0 to 4) 

Mean 
difference 

Resides in Wausau (n=1113) 3.22 
-0.11 

Does not reside in Wausau (n=61) 3.33 
White (n=1068) 3.28 0.71* 
Non-white (n=58) 2.57 
Men (n=513) 3.20 

-0.06 
Women (n=638) 3.26 
Heterosexual (n=1039) 3.28 

0.67* 
Non-heterosexual (n=89) 2.61 
No mental health history (n=783) 3.39 

0.47* 
Mental health history (n=370) 2.92 
30 and younger (n=107) 2.34 

-0.98* 
31 and older (n=1060) 3.32 
Homeowner (n=959) 3.33 

0.54* 
Not homeowner (n=211) 2.79 
Less than college degree (n=594) 3.13 

-0.21* 
College degree or more (n=567) 3.34 
Not pulled over or stopped (n=999) 3.34 

0.75* 
1+ pulled over or stopped (n=177) 2.59 
Not arrested (n=1133) 3.29 

1.78* 
1+ arrests (n=39) 1.51 
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Participants reported the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with a variety of statements about the Wausau 
Police. Response patterns for each of the statements are shown in Figures 2 through 6 below. In general, 2/3 to 3/4 of 
the respondents responded favorably. The most negativity showed up in items about going to the police for help; as 
show in Figure 4, 15% disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement that they trusted the WPD to take their 
concerns seriously, and just as many disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement that they felt comfortable 
approaching the WPD with their concerns. 

Figure 2. Percent of respondents agreeing or disagreeing that the Wausau Police Department is doing a good job of 
various tasks. 

Figure 3. Percent of respondents agreeing or disagreeing that the Wausau Police Department is committed and 
transparent.
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Figure 4. Percent of respondents agreeing or disagreeing with various statements about their trust and confidence in 
the Wausau Police. 

Figure 5. Percent of respondents agreeing or disagreeing with statements about how they would react if they were 
approached or pulled over by the Wausau Police. 

Figure 6. Percent of respondents agreeing or disagreeing with statements about negative reactions they would have if 
they were approached or pulled over by the Wausau Police.
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The items just reviewed in Figures 2 through 6 (with the final two items reverse coded) all get at the degree to which 
people hold more favorable attitudes toward, and trust in, the police. Participants responded very consistently to these 
items (internal consistency α = .97). For example, if a person agreed that they would be treated fairly by the police, they 
were likely to agree that the police was doing a good job and committed to working with people in the community, and 
they were likely also to disagree that they would feel afraid of the police if approached. Therefore, I aggregated each 
person’s responses to all of these items, so that for each participant we would have one overall “Positivity Toward WP” 
score to work with. Then, I looked at which of the demographic variables were associated with having a lower level of 
“Positivity Toward WP.”  Table 3 shows the results. As shown in the table, the following groups of respondents were less 
positive, on average: non-white respondents, non-heterosexual respondents, respondents with one or more mental 
health concerns, respondents 30 and younger, non-homeowners, respondents without a post-secondary degree, and 
respondents who had been stopped, approached, or arrested by the police in the past 12 months.  
In evaluating these differences, consider the five-point scale. If one group differs from another group, on average, by a 
half-point or more on the scale, that is generally a robust difference. A difference of a full point or more is very large. 
 
Table 3. Mean positivity toward the Wausau Police, for various groups of respondents. Statistically significant 
differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

 Mean Positivity 
Toward WP  

(1=low, 5=high) 

Mean difference 
between groups 

Resides in Wausau (n=1039) 3.94 
-0.20 Does not reside in Wausau (n=58) 4.14 

White (n=996) 3.99 
0.58* Non-white (n=56) 3.41 

Men (n=478) 3.96 
0.00 Women (n=596) 3.96 

Heterosexual (n=973) 4.02 
0.70* Non-heterosexual (n=87) 3.32 

No mental health history (n=732) 4.12 
0.48* Mental health history (n=344) 3.64 

30 and younger (n=102) 3.12 
-0.92* 31 and older (n=988) 4.04 

Homeowner (n=894) 4.04 
0.43* Not homeowner (n=202) 3.61 

Less than college degree (n=546) 3.87 
-0.18* 

College degree or more (n=541) 4.05 
Not pulled over or stopped (n=932) 4.05 

0.60* 
1+ pulled over or stopped (n=167) 3.45 
Not arrested (n=1058) 4.00 

1.40* 
1+ arrests (n=37) 2.60 
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Section III: Probing the Demographic Characteristics that Predict Lower Levels of Positivity 
Toward the Police 
 
One challenge to interpreting the results so far is that there is overlap among the demographic characteristics associated 
with reporting less positivity toward the police.  
 
Figure 7. Overlapping demographic characteristics. 

  
 
The overlap in these demographic characteristics is laid out in Tables 7 through 10.  Table 7 shows that non-white 
respondents are more likely than white respondents to report one or more mental health concerns, be 30 or younger, 
be non-heterosexual, and be non-homeowners. Table 8 shows that non-heterosexual respondents are much more likely 
than heterosexual respondents to be 30 or younger and much more likely to report one or more mental health 
concerns; they are more likely to be non-white and non-homeowners. Table 9 shows that respondents with mental 
health concerns are more likely to be non-white and also more likely to be women, non-heterosexual, young, and non-
homeowners. Finally, Table 10 shows that younger respondents are more likely to be non-white and non-heterosexual 
and far more likely than older respondents to report having one or more mental health concerns. They are more likely to 
be non-homeowners and less likely to hold a college degree.  
 
Table 7.  Differences between white and non-white survey respondents. Variables for which there are statistically 
significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

 White Non-White Absolute 
Difference 

men 44% 54% 10% 
non-heterosexual 6% 16% 10%* 
reporting one or more mental health concerns  30% 49% 19%* 
30 or younger 7% 38% 31%* 
homeowners 84% 66% 18%* 
college degree or more 49% 48% 1% 
reporting one or more stops/pullovers in the past 12 months 13% 34% 21%* 
reporting one or more arrests in the past 12 months 2% 19% 17%* 
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Table 8. Differences between heterosexual and non-heterosexual survey respondents. Variables for which there are 
statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

 Heterosexual Non-heterosexual Absolute 
Difference 

white 96% 88% 8%* 
men 45% 36% 9% 
reporting one or more mental health concerns  29% 66% 37%* 
30 or younger 7% 31% 24%* 
homeowners 84% 63% 21%* 
college degree or more 50% 44% 6% 
reporting one or more stops/pullovers in the past 12 months 14% 27% 13%* 
reporting one or more arrests in the past 12 months 3% 3% 0% 

 
 
Table 9. Differences between respondents with and without mental health concerns. Variables for which there are 
statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

 No mental health 
concerns 

1 or more mental 
health concerns 

Absolute 
Difference 

white 97% 92% 5%* 
men 48% 36% 12%* 
non-heterosexual 4% 16% 14%* 
30 or younger 4% 18% 14%* 
homeowners 88% 70% 18%* 
college degree or more 50% 47% 3% 
reporting one or more stops/pullovers in the past 12 months  11% 21% 10% 
reporting one or more arrests in the past 12 months 1% 8% 7% 

 
 
Table 10. Differences between younger (30 and under) and older (31 and above) participants. Variables for which 
there are statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

 30 and younger 31 and older Absolute 
Difference 

white 78% 97% 19%* 
men 42% 44% 2% 
non-heterosexual 27% 6% 21%* 
reporting one or more mental health concerns 68% 29% 39%* 
homeowners 61% 84% 23% 
college degree or more 40% 50% 10% 
reporting one or more stops/pullovers in the past 12 months 38% 13% 25% 
reporting one or more arrests in the past 12 months 12% 3% 9% 
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Moreover, those demographic characteristics that overlap are also associated with having been stopped or arrested by 
the police. These numbers are displayed in Tables 11 and 12. Table 11 shows that, among those who have been stopped 
or pulled over in the past 12 months, there is an over-representation of non-white individuals, men, non-heterosexuals, 
individuals with mental health concerns, young individuals, and non-homeowners. Table 12 shows that, among those 
who have been arrested in the past 12 months, there is a slight over-representation of individuals who do not live in 
Wausau, and a large over-representation of non-white individuals, men, individuals with mental health concerns, young 
individuals, and non-homeowners.  
 
 
Table 11. Differences between respondents who have not been stopped or pulled over in the past 12 months and those 
who have. Variables for which there are statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an 
asterisk. 

 0 stops/pullovers in 
the past 12 months 

1 or more 
stops/pullovers in 

the past 12 
months 

Absolute 
Difference 

white 96% 88% 8%* 
men 43% 53% 10%* 
non-heterosexual 7% 13% 6%* 
reporting one or more mental health concerns 29% 46% 17%* 
30 or younger  7% 22% 15%* 
homeowners 84% 70% 6%* 
college degree or more 50% 44% 6% 
reporting one or more arrests in the past 12 months 1% 17% 16%* 

 
 
Table 12. Differences between respondents who have not been arrested within the past 12 months and those who 
have. Variables for which there are statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

 0 arrests in the past 
12 months 

1 or more arrests 
in the past 12 

months 

Absolute 
Difference 

live in Wausau 95% 88% 8%* 
white 96% 68% 28%* 
men 43% 73% 30%* 
non-heterosexual 8% 8% 0% 
reporting one or more mental health concerns 30% 77% 47%* 
30 or younger  8% 33% 25%* 
homeowners 84% 42% 42%* 
college degree or more 50% 16% 34%* 
reporting one or more stops/pullovers in the past 12 months 13% 80% 67%* 

Note. “Live in Wausau” is included here because number of arrests is one variable for which those who live in Wausau vs. not live in 
Wausau did differ. 
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I conducted regression analyses to elucidate which demographic variables are the strongest independent predictors of 
holding less favorable views toward the police. The eight predictors I was working with are as follows: 

• White/Non-white
• Heterosexual/Non-heterosexual
• No mental health history/history
• 30 and younger/31 and older
• Homeowner/Not homeowner
• Less than college/college degree or more
• Pullover/Stop History (No/Yes)
• Arrest History (No/Yes)

The bottom line is that having a history of interactions with the police (being either stopped/pulled over or arrested) is 
an important predictor of reporting less positive attitudes toward the police, and three other demographic 
characteristics are also important: being non-heterosexual (compared to heterosexual), having one or more mental 
health concerns (compared to not), and being 30 or younger (compared to 31 or older). Some of the statistical details 
are laid out in the box below for those who are interested. 

I regressed mean positivity on the eight predictors above that were tied to attitudes toward the Wausau Police. These predictors 
were interrelated, but Variance Inflation Factors were all well below 10 (around 1) and condition indexes were all below 50 
(ranging from 1 to 33). Several variables consistently accounted for variance in positivity toward the WP. 

Block 1: Block 1 was simultaneous entry of six demographic variables. Five of them contributed to the prediction (Adjusted R2 = 
.165), with the most robust independent predictor being age group: 
• Heterosexual/Non-heterosexual
• No mental health history/history
• 30 and younger/31 and older
• Homeowner/Not homeowner
• Less than college/college degree or more 
• (White/Non-White did not serve as a statistically significant independent predictor)
Block 2: With the two interaction-with-police variables added, the model accounted for an additional 5.8% of the variance in 
positivity toward the Wausau Police (R2 = .222), with the most robust independent predictors being age group and arrest history:
• Heterosexual/Non-heterosexual
• No mental health history/history
• 30 and younger/31 and older
• Pullover/Stop History (No/Yes)
• Arrest History (No/Yes)
• (White/Non-White, Homeownership, and College degree status were not statistically significant independent predictors)

I also ran a multiple regression with the blocks entered in reverse order. The primary difference is that, without all the other 
demographic variables already included, pullover/stop history and arrest history account for 11% of the variance in attitudes 
toward the Wausau police: 
Block 1: With the two interaction-with-police variables only, the model accounted for 11% of the variance (Adj R2 = .111) 
• Arrest History (No/Yes)
• Pullover/Stop History (No/Yes)
Block 2: With the other demographic predictors added, the police interaction variables still predict attitudes. Block 2 variables
account for the additional 11% of the variance (Adj R2 = .222). Again, the variables contributing to the prediction are:
• Arrest History (No/Yes)
• Pullover/Stop History (No/Yes)
• Heterosexual/Non-heterosexual
• No mental health history/history
• 30 and younger/31 and older
• (White/Non-White, Homeownership, and College degree status were not statistically significant independent predictors)
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Section IV: Respondents’ Perceptions of Wausau Police Officer Behaviors  

On the survey, respondents rated the extent to which they thought Wausau police officers engaged in a variety of 
positive and negative behaviors. As shown in the table below, the overall valence of response is positive: many felt that 
officers often or always engage in positive behaviors, and many felt that officers never or rarely engage in negative 
behaviors. In addition, a substantial portion of respondents felt that they did not have knowledge of or experience with 
the behavior being asked about. 
 
Table 13. Ratings of how often Wausau police officers display various positive and negative behaviors  

Positive Officer Behavior Never or 
Rarely 

(%) 

Sometimes 
(%) 

Often or 
Always 

(%) 

 I have no knowledge 
of or experience with 

this (%) 
They treat people with dignity and respect. 
 

5 10 72  13 

They are friendly. 
 

4 11 80  5 

They protect community members’ safety. 
 

4 9 80  7 

They display a good balance of “friendly 
officer” and “law enforcer.” 

7 9 74  10 

They show concern for all members of the 
community. 

6 11 68  14 

They respond to calls for help in a timely 
manner. 

4 8 69  18 

      
Negative Officer Behavior  Never or 

Rarely 
(%) 

Sometimes 
(%) 

Often or 
Always 

(%) 

 I have no knowledge 
of or experience with 

this (%) 
They treat people unfairly. 
 

47 14 8  31 

They act aggressively. 
 

40 16 10  34 

They use offensive language when dealing 
with citizens or residents. 

53 6 3  39 

They break the law or police department 
policy as they carry out their work. 

46 8 6  40 

They stop people on the street for no good 
reason. 

49 7 7  38 

They pull drivers over for no good reason. 
 

48 11 8  34 

They use more force than is needed. 
 

46 8 6  40 

 
Respondents who answered these questions about police officer behaviors with a rating ranging from Never to Always 
were consistent. For example, those who thought officers often displayed one type of positive behaviors thought 
officers often displayed other positive behaviors (internal consistency α = .96). And, those who thought officers did not 
often display one type of negative behavior thought officers did not often display other types of negative behaviors 
(internal consistency α = .94). Thus, I aggregated the positive behaviors ratings for each participant into one summary 
score for each participant and the negative behavior ratings into a summary score for each participant, as well. Then, I 
compared overall ratings of police officer behaviors for the various demographic groups, as shown in Tables 14 and 15 
below. The patterns are similar to those shown for the other ratings: Among underrepresented groups and those who 
had been stopped or arrested, ratings were less favorable. 
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Table 14. Mean ratings of how often Wausau police officers engage in positive behaviors, for various groups of 
respondents. Statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

Demographic Group Mean frequency  
(1=never, 5=always) 

Mean difference 
between groups 

Resides in Wausau  4.28 
-0.09 Does not reside in Wausau  4.37 

White  4.33 
0.63* Non-white  3.70 

Men 4.23 
-0.11 Women  4.34 

Heterosexual  4.34 
0.64* Non-heterosexual  3.70 

No mental health history 4.46 
0.51* Mental health history  3.95 

30 and younger  3.34 
-1.04* 31 and older  4.38 

Homeowner  4.37 
0.41* Not homeowner  3.95 

Less than college degree  4.20 
-0.16* 

College degree or more  4.36 
Not pulled over or stopped  4.42 

0.72* 
1+ pulled over or stopped  3.70 
Not arrested  4.34 

1.39* 
1+ arrests  2.95 

 
 
Table 15. Mean ratings of how often Wausau police officers engage in negative behaviors, for various groups of 
respondents. Statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

Demographic Group Mean frequency  
(1=never, 5=always) 

Mean difference 
between groups 

Resides in Wausau  1.93 
0.28 Does not reside in Wausau  1.65 

White  1.84 
-0.72* Non-white  2.57 

Men 1.95 
0.11 Women  1.84 

Heterosexual  1.86 
-0.67* Non-heterosexual  2.53 

No mental health history 1.77 
-0.46* Mental health history  2.23 

30 and younger  2.68 
0.86* 31 and older  1.82 

Homeowner  1.80 
-0.50* Not homeowner  2.31 

Less than college degree  2.10 
0.37* 

College degree or more  1.73 
Not pulled over or stopped  1.76 

-0.77* 
1+ pulled over or stopped  2.53 
Not arrested  1.82 

-1.42* 
1+ arrests  3.24 

Note. In this table, a lower score represents a more favorable rating. 
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Section V: Respondents’ Perceptions of Their Community and Social Issues Related to Policing  
 
Respondents provided their views on various aspects related to policing in their community. As shown in the figure 
below, about half of respondents felt that the level of safety in their community had stayed the same over the past year. 
Of those who felt it had changed, more thought the level of safety had decreased than increased. Table 16 shows that 
members of some demographic groups were particularly likely to report feeling a decreased level of safety: non-
heterosexual respondents, younger respondents, respondents with mental health concerns, respondents without a 
college degree, and those who had been stopped or arrested in the past1 2 months.  
 
Figure 8. Respondents’ reports of how the level of safety in their community has changed over the past 12 months. 

 

 
Table 16. Percent of respondents who felt that the level of safety in their community had decreased a little or a lot, for 
various demographic groups. Statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk.  

Demographic Group Percent reporting that 
safety has decreased a 

little or a lot 

Absolute difference 
between groups 

Resides in Wausau  29% 
4% Does not reside in Wausau  25% 

White  29% 
5% 

Non-white  34% 
Men  27% 

3% 
Women 30% 
Heterosexual  27% 

19%* 
Non-heterosexual  46% 
No mental health history  26% 

9%* 
Mental health history  35% 
30 and younger  46% 18%* 
31 and older 28% 
Homeowner  28% 

5% 
Not homeowner  33% 
Less than college degree 33% 

8%* 
College degree or more 25% 
Not pulled over or stopped  27% 

10%* 
1+ pulled over or stopped  37% 
Not arrested 29% 

9%* 
1+ arrests 38% 

 
In the context of respondents’ perceptions of officer behaviors, it is notable that perceptions of officer behaviors were 
correlated with perceptions of safety in the community. That is, respondents who reported that Wausau police officers 
engaged more often in positive behaviors were also more likely to report that safety in their community had increased, 
r(803) = .39, p < .001, and respondents who felt that officers engaged more often in negative behaviors tended to report 
that safety in their community had decreased, r(528) = -.40, p < .001. 
 

  

8 21 54 11 6

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Decreased a lot Decreased a little Stayed the same Increased a little Increased a lot
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Survey respondents provided their perceptions on the use of military tactics and equipment by the Wausau Police. 
Figure 9 shows that in the sample overall, over 40% felt that the use military tactics and equipment was often or always 
right, and another 42% felt it was sometimes right. Participants who were younger, non-homeowners, had mental 
health concerns, were non-heterosexual, and who had been stopped or arrested by the police were particularly likely to 
report that the use of military tactics and equipment was often or always wrong. 
 
Figure 9. Respondents’ views on the use of military tactics and equipment by the Wausau Police. 

 

 
Table 17. Percent of respondents who felt that use of military tactics and equipment is often or always wrong, for 
various demographic groups. Statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk.  

Demographic Group Percent who report 
that use of military 

tactics and equipment 
is often or always 

wrong 

Absolute 
difference 

between groups 

Resides in Wausau  18% 0% 
Does not reside in Wausau  18% 
White  17% 7% 
Non-white  24% 
Men  16% 2% 
Women 18% 
Heterosexual  16% 24%* 
Non-heterosexual  40% 
No mental health history  14% 13%* 
Mental health history  27% 
30 and younger  35% 19%* 
31 and older 16% 
Homeowner  15% 14%* 
Not homeowner  29% 
Less than college degree 17% 1% 
College degree or more 18% 
Not pulled over or stopped  15% 16%* 
1+ pulled over or stopped  31% 
Not arrested 17% 33%* 
1+ arrests 50% 

 
 
 
  

7 10 42 31 10
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Survey respondents were asked to report how often the Wausau Police dealt appropriately with mental health 
situations. As shown in Table 18, about half reported that they did not have knowledge of or experience with these 
topics. Figures 10 and 11 shows that, among those participants who did provide a response to these statements (from 1 
= Never to 5 = Always), those with one or more mental health concerns tended to provide less positive perceptions 
about officer behaviors in situations involving mental health concerns. For example, respondents with one or more 
mental health concerns were three times as likely as those without to report that officers never or rarely adjust their 
behavior appropriately. 
 
Table 18. Respondents’ perceptions of how often Wausau police officers are adjusting their behavior appropriately to 
handle mental health situations. 

 Never or 
Rarely 

(%) 

Sometimes 
(%) 

Often or 
Always 

(%) 

 I have no knowledge 
of or experience 

with this (%) 
Wausau police officers adjust their behavior 
appropriately when mental health issues are a 
part of the situation they are called to deal with. 

7% 7% 31%  55% 

When it comes to managing mental health crisis 
situations, Wausau police officers are doing a 
good job. 

6% 8% 
 

33% 
 

 53% 

 
 
Figure 10. Ratings of how often Wausau police officers adjust their behavior appropriately when mental health issues 
are a part of the situation they are called to deal with, from respondents without mental health concerns and with 
mental health concerns. 
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Figure 11. Ratings of how often Wausau police officers are doing a good job when it comes to handling mental health 
situations, for respondents without mental health concerns and with mental health concerns. 

 
 
 
 
Respondents were also asked how they thought the Wausau Police should treat individuals with a substance addiction, 
and how they should treat individuals with a criminal record. Overall, the majority of respondents felt that individuals in 
both of these context should be treated on a case-by-case basis. Figures 12 and 13 show that respondents who reported 
mental health concerns were more likely than those without to feel that individuals with a substance addiction or 
criminal record should be treated unilaterally as individuals in need of help. 
 
Table 19. Respondents’ views on how individuals with a substance addiction or criminal record should be treated. 

 As criminal 
offenders 

As individuals in 
need of help 

On a case-by-case 
basis 

The Wausau Police should treat individuals 
with a substance addiction… 

 
5% 

 
23% 

 
72% 

The Wausau Police should treat individuals 
with a criminal record… 

 
9% 

 
11% 

 
79% 
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Figure 12. Ratings of how individuals with a substance addiction should be treated, for respondents without mental 
health concerns and with mental health concerns. 

Figure 13. Ratings of how individuals with a criminal record should be treated, for respondents without mental health 
concerns and with mental health concerns. 
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Survey respondents also reported the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with various aspects of policing. As 
displayed in Figure 14 below, nearly all respondents agreed that officers have a stressful job and should be offered 
regular mental health check-ups and support. Over two-thirds agreed or strongly agreed that the WPD should spend 
more resources on training their officers to safely de-escalate conflict situations. Table 20 shows that some respondents 
were more likely to agree with this statement compared to others: women, non-heterosexual individuals, those with a 
mental health history, younger individuals, non-homeowners, and those who had experienced an arrest in the past year. 
 
Figure 14. Respondents’ thoughts on various aspects of policing. 

 
 
Table 20. Mean agreement that the WPD should spend more resources on training their officers to safely de-escalate 
conflict situations, for various groups of respondents. Statistically significant differences between groups are noted 
with an asterisk. 

Demographic Group Mean agreement on 
spending more resources 
to train on de-escalation 

Mean difference 
between groups 

Resides in Wausau (n=1134) 3.87 
-0.02 Does not reside in Wausau (n=61) 3.89 

White (n=1095) 3.90 
0.04 

Non-white (n=58) 3.86 
Men (n=526) 3.79 

-0.19* 
Women (n=653) 3.98 
Heterosexual (n=1065) 3.87 

-0.26* 
Non-heterosexual (n=88) 4.13 
No mental health history (n=805) 3.79 

-0.30* 
Mental health history (n=375) 4.09 
30 and younger (n=106) 4.21 

0.35* 
31 and older (n=1081) 3.86 
Homeowner (n=982) 3.84 

-0.28* 
Not homeowner (n=215) 4.12 
Less than college degree (n=604) 3.86 

-0.06 
College degree or more (584) 3.92 
Not pulled over or stopped (n=1024) 3.87 

-0.12 
1+ pulled over or stopped (n=179) 3.99 
Not arrested (n=1163) 3.87 

-0.43* 
1+ arrests (n=40) 4.30 
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Survey respondents reported the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with various statements about recruiting 
new officers. Figure 15 shows that there was substantial agreement that the WPD should recruit candidates of good 
character, and Table 21 shows that there was not a single demographic group that rated this item differently from 
another. There was less consensus about recruiting racially/ethnically diverse candidates, with 50% agreeing or strongly 
agreeing, and about recruiting gender-diverse candidates, with 51% agreeing or strongly agreeing. Notably, as displayed 
in Table 21, white and non-white participants did not differ in their attitudes about recruiting diverse candidates; 
women and respondents with mental health concerns, however, agreed more that the WPD should devote time and 
effort to recruiting racially diverse and gender-diverse candidates.  

Figure 15. Percent of respondents agreeing or disagreeing that the Wausau Police Department should spend time and 
effort on recruiting various types of candidates. 

Table 21. Mean agreement that the WPD should spend more time and effort on recruiting various types of candidates, 
for various groups of respondents. Statistically significant differences between groups are noted with an asterisk. 

…gender 
diverse 

candidates 

Mean 
diff 

… ethnically 
diverse 

candidates 

Mean diff …candidates 
of good 

character 

Mean 
diff 

White 3.53 
0.02 

3.71 
0.07 

4.26 
0.21 

Non-white 3.51 3.64 4.05 
Men 3.26 

-0.46*
3.49 

-0.36*
4.21 

-0.08
Women 3.72 3.85 4.29 
Heterosexual 3.51 

-0.29*
3.70 

-0.10
4.25 

0.10 
Non-heterosexual 3.80 3.80 4.15 
No mental health history 3.40 -0.33* 3.61 -0.25* 4.25 -0.03
Mental health history 3.73 3.86 4.28 
30 and younger 3.90 

0.42* 
4.00 

0.34* 
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-0.05
31 and older 3.48 3.66 4.25 
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Section VI: Respondents’ Access to Information about Policing 

Survey respondents reported how important it was to them to have access to information about the WPD’s policies and 
procedure, and to information about daily activities of the WPS. Table 22 shows that participants tended to feel that 
information about policies and procedures was more important than information about daily activities. 
 
Table 22. Respondents’ rating of how important it is to them to have access to information about Wausau policing 
activities. 

 Not at all/Slightly 
Important 

Moderately 
Important 

Very/Extremely 
Important 

…the Wausau Police Department’s policies 
and procedures: 

 
19% 

 
31% 

 
50% 

…the daily activities of the Wausau Police 
Department: 

 
30% 

 
37% 

 
33% 

 
Respondents also reported how often they accessed various sources of information about police activities in Wausau. 
Figure 16 shows that TV news channels, social media, and the Wausau Pilot & Review were the sources that the most 
respondents said they accessed often; newsletters and the radio were accessed the least. 
 
Figure 16. How often respondents access various sources of information about police activities in Wausau. 
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Figure 17 shows the percent of respondents that reported using each news source often (as opposed to sometimes or 
never). More younger respondents (30 and under) than older respondents (31 and up) reported using a variety of 
information sources often. Over half (57%) of younger respondents reported going often to social media for information 
about police activities. 
 
Figure 17. How respondents in two age groups differed in the sources they reported replying on often for information 
about police activities in Wausau. 
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Section VII: Respondents’ Ratings of How They Have Been Treated by the Wausau Police 

Survey respondents who had had interactions with the police within the past year, either because they had been 
stopped/pulled over or arrested, or because they had sought assistance from the police, were asked to report the 
degree to which they had been treated with dignity and respect as well as how satisfied they were with the interaction. 
Figures 18 and 19 show that respondents’ ratings tended to be more positive in those contexts in which they had 
initiated the interaction (i.e., sought assistance) than in the contexts in which the police had initiated the interaction 
(i.e., being pulled over or arrested). 

Figure 18. Respondents’ reports of the degree to which they were treated with dignity and respect on the last occasion 
that they had an interaction with the police. 

Figure 19. Respondents’ ratings of satisfaction with their latest interaction with the police. 
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Wausau Policing Community Survey Results  
Open-Ended Responses to Questions about Recent Interactions with Wausau Police 

DRAFT 9/7/2021

These responses come from two basic questions: 

1. “On the last occasion that you _______ , were you treated with dignity and respect?”
(1 = Not at all, 5 = A great deal)

a. This question was asked of those who had (a) been arrested, (b) been approached, stopped, or pulled
over by the Wausau Police, (c) called 911 to request assistance, and (d) sought help or assistance of the
WP.

b. The rating was followed by a request for explanation: “Please explain. Is there something specific that
occurred during the interaction that made you feel this way?”

2. “On the last occasion that you ________ , how did you feel about the interaction?”
(1 = Very dissatisfied, 5 = Very satisfied)

a. This question was asked of those who had (a) been approached, stopped, or pulled over by the Wausau
Police, (b) called 911 to request assistance, and (c) sought help or assistance of the WP.

b. The rating was followed by a request for explanation: “Please explain. Is there something specific that
occurred during the interaction that made you feel this way?”

Below, we provide the ratings from most positive to least positive, for each of the four types of interaction, along 
with demographic information about the respondent providing the comment. 

Arrested: pp. 2-3 

Approached/Stopped/Pulled Over: pp. 4-14 

Called 911: pp. 15-19 

Sought Assistance: pp. 20-45 

If the WPTF would like WIPPS to complete a content analysis (or thematic analysis) of the content of the open-
ended responses, or of the demographic characteristics of those providing responses that fall within certain 
themes, we recommend having a discussion about that after all members of the Task Force have read through the 
comments. The responses are currently listed from most favorable to least favorable for each type of interaction.  

*Note. All respondent comments are displayed with the original wording and spelling the respondent used (spelling and
grammar errors have not been corrected).
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Arrests 
● Respect Rate 5

○ “I respect the law and the police department. All men and women officers. What hurts me is lies from
snitches that officers believes them. When the truth comes out, I would like an apology. I'm an addict
not a supplier.” (Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders)

● Respect Rate 4
○ “I was very billigerant and drunk and highly disrespectful, even discharging bodily fluids at an officer

and threatening his/her family and they were still very respectful, patient, and fair to me. Thank you.”
(Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white Hispanic, is a homeowner, 4 disorders)

○ “I am upset that both sides were not looked at evenly.” (Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is not a
homeowner, 4 disorders)

● Respect Rate 3
○ “during arrest, the police officer was kind” (Age: 21-30, female, white, 2 disorders)

● Respect Rate 2
○ “It just seemed like they were out for blood AKA their own ego and ‘the bust’” (Age: 31-50, male,

heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “They lied to me to get me to talk to them” (Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2
disorders)

○ “I'm just sick of people getting told not to do something again a slap on the hand and then like myswlf
{illegible] get a slap on the hand and going to jain with another change.” (Age: 31-50, female,
heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 4 disorders)

● Respect Rate 1
○ “Pulled me over for no reason with guns drawn and made me lie face down on street. When asked

questions, was ignored and felt belittled and treated like shit” (Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a
homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “Wasn't even told why I was being pulled over and arrested. Was never interrogated” (Age: 31-50, male,
heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “they used too much force for the situation.” (Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1
disorder)

○ “My concerns were not addressed and I was taken to jail even though I was entrapped” (Age: 31-50,
male, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 4 disorders)

○ “Excessive force, september 2018” (Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders)

○ “Illegally performed a traffic stop” (Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders)

○ “Officer explained that I'm "human trash"' (Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1
disorder)

○ “Because the vehicle that I was driving was not mine, I'm not the owner and the vehicle was illegally
searched without owners consent and/or without a valid search warrant.” (Age: 51-65, male, black, not a
homeowner, 3 disorders)
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○ “I passed out at a bar and officers tried to tell me it was because of a drug I know I didn't do. Officers
told me to shut the fuck up then arrested me and made sure the cuffs were tight.” (Age: 21-30, male,
heterosexual, black, not a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “They would not explain nothing to me because of my mental health needs” (Age: 31-50, male,
heterosexual, white hispanic, not a homeowner, 3 disorders)

○ “I didn't do anything wrong for a fact to be arrested. Someone called the cops on me and so I went to
jail. Bull.” (Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, Asian, not a homeowner, 1 disorder)

○ “My side of the story wasn't listened at all. They assume because of my record. I got arrested and still in
jail for people pointing fingers. They don't investigate properly” (Age: 18-20, male, heterosexual, Asian,
not a homeowner, 2 disorders)

○ “Instead of arresting a person they should try to reach help for the person when it comes down to a
family problem because at the end of the day, my family is the ones to come get me out of jail” (Age:
31-50, male, heterosexual, Asian, is a homeowner, zero disorders).

○ “Didn't care about my side of the story. Was bias. Racist.” (Age: 18-20, male, heterosexual, Asian, not a
homeowner, 3 disorders)

○ “I was ambushed at work, embarrassed and treated as if I was already guilty of my allegations, invaded
my phone without a warrant or permission at the time.” (Age: 31-50, male heterosexual, race: other, is a
homeowner, 3 disorders)

○ “They surrounded my house with guns, came in my house, talk a bunch of smack about my house,
started to search without a warrant and when they couldn't find what they were looking for they
constantly called me a liar.” (Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, race: other, not a homeowner, 3 disorders)

○ “Very rude and unconcerned I was hurt” (Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 5
disorders)
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Approached/Stopped 

● Respect Rate 5
○ “I was on 1st Ave North bound and I was past the trucks taking a left and the police pulled me over by

KFC parking lot. I got a lot of love and respect.”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders

○ “Professional, informative. I had a headlight out and didn't know it. I was informed so that I could get it
fixed right away. That was appreciated. Officer was nice about it.”

■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 66+, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “Warned as a 'rolling stop' officer was 5' Loatian female. I was struck by diversity”
■ Neutral satisfaction: “No one feels great about being caught breaking law”
■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ BLANK
■ Satisfied: “I was speeding, the officer was right to stop me”
■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “Nothing specific. Treated well and my concerns were addressed professionally”
■ Very satisfied: “Nothing specific. Officer is very approachable and understanding.”
■ Age 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ BLANK
■ Very satisfied: “Was given a warning ticket instead of a recorded violation.”
■ Age: 65+, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “Very pleasant young man. Explained the reason for the stop, listened to me, and did his check then let
me continue.”

■ Satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ BLANK
■ Somewhat dissatisfied: “Got a traffic ticket, the question is difficult to answer because nobody

likes traffic tickets”
■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder

○ “Officer very courteous and listened to my concerns”
■ Very satisfied: “General friendly demeaner of officer”
■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “Stopped for speeding - officer was very friendly and professional.”
■ Very satisfied: “I have a good record, he issues me a warning”
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “was stopped for supposedly a "rolling-stop" when I politely disagreed but did apologize. They did look
at my registrations insurance proof and drivers license. After checking, gave me a polite warning.”

■ Very satisfied: “again, very professional and courteous.”
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder
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○ “Asked if I needed help and helped me with a problem most police would not think is their job”
■ Very Satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disabilities

○ “Defective plate, faded numbers given instruction on how to get a new one.”
■ Very Satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disabilities

○ BLANK
■ Very satisfied: “Admittedly i was in the wrong and the officer was completely right to pull me

over, yet i still didnt feel like i was being lecured or talked down to. Felt like ot was somone
genuinly looking out for my saftey”

■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders

○ “Officer was VERY polite and gave me a warning instead of a citation.”
■ Very Satisfied
■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “I was asked to assist with a OWI victim/person”
■ Very Satisfied: “Officer very clearly defined my responsibly and was very kind to the person under

arrest for OWI”
■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “Officer understood I was on my way in to work and had made a mistake (speeding)”
■ Satisfied: “The officer pulled me over on Bridge Street coming down the hill towards the hospital.

It seems a little unreasonable to [unsure of spelling] on a downhill slope by the hospital ER where
staff and patients are driving in to the ER (I was on call responding to work)”

■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, sero disorders

○ “Very professional and friendly”
■ Very Satisfied
■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorder

○ “headlight went out on car. As I left work, said I'd be getting pulled over. Told officer story, he laughed.
No fear, just a situation (simple one).”

■ Very Satisfied: “Very pleasant conversation.”
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “The officer was very professional.”
■ Very Satisfied: “I was speeding. He realized that speeding was bad- not me as a person. I was

guilty but unaware of my speed”
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “very positive interaction!”
■ Very Satisfied: “same as above”
■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Distracted driving.  Explained the law and encouraged being more careful.”
■ Satisfied: “Being stopped seldom makes a person feel good.”
■ Age: 66+, female, bisexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.
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○ “They asked if we called in a car. We didnt.”
■ Very Satisfied: “It took 3 seconds.”
■ Age: 31-50, female, bisexual, white, is a homeowner, one disorder.

○ “I was speeding to get to my dying mother. When pulled over I explained and the officer gave me a
warning and let me go very quicly.”

■ Very Satisfied: “He was very kind but gave me an admonition to please keep my speed down”
■ Age: 51-65+, female, heterosexual, straight, white, is a homeowner, zero disorder.

○ “The officer was extremely polite.”
■ Very Satisfied: “He explained what was happening at 2:00 in the morning”
■ Age: 51-65+, female, heterosexual, straight, white, is a homeowner, zero disorder.

○ “Very polite and used humar when stopping me for speeding.. Got a warning and have slowed down”
■ Very Satisfied: “only received a warning”
■ Age: 51-65+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, one disorder.

○ “Officer treated me with respect.”
■ Very Satisfied: “Officer was polite, concerned and showed respect.”
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual , white, is a homeowner, one disorder.

○ “He was very polite”
■ Very Satisfied
■ Age: 51-65+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorder.

○ “It was our first spring day-- I had the windows down and the radio player -- I was also going 40 mph in a
25 zone and had NO awareness I was speeding. The police was very kind, clear, explained why I was
stopped and gave me a warning.”

■ Very Satisfied: “The officer issued a warning and also, she had to "beep" at me to stop. I drive a
prius and the hatch is low. The police car had these "thin" light that were not visible to me from my
lower position in the car. When I explained that I could not 'see' the lights but I heard the beep--she
was very understanding. I appreciated it because that's really what happened on my need!”

■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I went through a stop sign that I never saw. I'm glad I was stopped and made alert of the stop sign.
Made me more aware.”

■ Very Satisfied:
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “The officer let me know my lights werent on. It was a bright street, but I probably wouldnt have
noticed without his help. I appreciate him keeping my family safe and the community safe. I also work
with the Joseph Project in town and know how many officers help people with drug problems or mental
issues in ways that are kind, law abiding, and self sacrificing.”

■ Very Satisfied: “The community was kept safe. But he was very fair and understanding.”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “He accepted my explanation for why the incedent occurred”
■ Very Satisfied: “He was respectful and understanding”
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.
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○ BLANK
■ Neutral Satisfaction: “I was pulled over for driving over the speed limit. It was my mistake, and I

admitted that it was. My 10 year old was in the car with me, and on reflecting on the situation
with her afterward, I had to admit that the fact that I am white and wealthy possibly meant that
my experience was different than the experience would have been had I been nonwhite or less
affluent. I was given a warning (which, given my speed and the fact that I have never had a
pervious moving violation) was probably fair. I have no reason to believe that if I were a racial
minority or less affluent that I would have been treated differently. But based on events taking
place nationally, I did have to wonder with my child if I would have been.”

■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Very Professional”
■ Very satisfied: “They listen attentively to my concerns.”
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, zero disorders. 

○ “We had a light out and they thought it'd be a good idea to fix it. We did and got it followed up on”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Polite, explained reason”
■ Very satisfied: “The officer listened to me and my explanation, offered understanding, after

checking my car license and driving record, gave me a warning . I appreciate that!”
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “He was an officer in the neighborhood and my dog was loose from her leash and he was very nice
because he was helping mr get her to listen to me”

■ Very satisfied: “He was very nice and understood what happened. He asked appropriate questios
to find out why she was running loose off her leash. She is a very nice dog and he realized that”

■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I was pulled over for speeding and the officer was very respectful in explaining why he pulled me over
in a calm, friendly manner.”

■ Very Satisfied: “See above. Officer inquired where I worked which made me feel like he cared
about me as a person.”

■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.
○ “Missed a no turn on red posted notice”

■ Very Satisfied: “Officer put me at ease and explained what was done wrong”
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Explained i was speeding,  expl limits, he was very couteous and respectful”
■ Neutrally Satisfied: “Wbo can say they are satisfied about being pulled over, but felt treated fairly”
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Nice explanation of what I was perceived to have done (speeding)”
■ Very Satisfied: “Given a warning”
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder

○ “I ran a red light at 5 am on the way to work - police officer understoof because I was at the hospital late
with my Dad. He showed compassion.”

■ Very satisfied: “Very compassionate - made me feel like I was respected as I also showed my
respect to the officer in our exchange.”
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■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexua, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “The officer was understanding and explained why what I did could have caused an accident. He was
patient and spoke to me in a patient calm tone of voice. I felt respected.”

■ Very satisfied: “I was given a warning and I felt grateful”
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ BLANK
■ Very satisfied: “I back ended a vehicle. I am disabled and foot was not on break firmly as I adjusted

passengar seat. I do not get diverted anymore. No damage.”
■ Age: 65+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “The officer was very polite and understanding.”
■ Very satisfied: “The officer listened to me, explained why the traffic violation was a problem, but

used his discretion to issue me a warning.”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner.

○ “The officers were friendly, polite, professional, and helpful on all my contacts with them.”
■ Very Satisfied: “As above, the officers in all my contacts with them were friendly, polite,

professional, and helpful during all my contacts wirh them.”
■ Age: 51-65, non-binary, sexual orientation: other, white, is a homeowner.

● Respect Rate 4
○ “I have mental health needs with high function autism yet the officers are patient to explain the nature

of the call”
■ Neurally satisfied
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, race: other, not a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ BLANK
■ Satisfied: “They were not listening to my side.”
■ Age: 51-60, female, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 4 disorders

○ BLANK
■ Very dissatisfied: “They left me suicidal in a park with a loaded gun. There needs to be more

mental health training. No one should ever be left in crisis!”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “Taken seriously”
■ dissatisfied : “The stop was petty, because it was later at night when nothing was happening”
■ Age: 20-31, male, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I was pulled over & given a warning for speeding. The officer was very professional & respectful.”
■ Satisfied
■ Age: 31-50, male heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “The officer explained why he had stopped me and asked only questions that would resolve the
situation”

■ Satisfied: “The only thing that I had to feel dissatisfied about was my own negligence”
■ Age: 66+, male heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, zero disorders
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○ “It was all business ask me for lisence and insurance. I was speeding the police was very nice and in turn
I was very relaxed (no ticket, only a warning) He just doin his job!”

■ Very Satisfied: “Him see'n that I'm not normally speeding and gave me a break”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, black, is not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Skateboarding on 3rd street”
■ Very satisfied: “Tackled by police. Got away. They reviewed cameras and caught me at the bar

downtown. They did their job and I'm in jail awaiting court hearing. Good job!’
■ Age: 31-50, male, sexual orientation: other, race: other, is not a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “Asked if I had been drinking after I said I was on the way home from work. Seemed strange.”
■ Satisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ BLANK
■ Neutrally satisfied: “Pulled over for a light out. Which then was explained that it wasn't a big deal

and didn't need to be fixed. License plate light. And third brake light. I then wondered why I was
getting pulled over if it wasn't required.”

■ Age: 21-30, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ BLANK
■ Satisfied: “New vehicle -rear lights were not on- was issues a warning- seemed excessive, 2nd

vehicle almost pulled up”
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Plesant demeanor”
■ Very satisfied: “new years day: gave me a warning, no citation.”
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ BLANK
■ Very satisfied: “Was pulled over for not stopping at a 4 way stop that I had stopped at. In the past,

pulled over for making a left turn into the right lane by Athletic Park like everybody else does to
avoid being cut off by the car behind.”

■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Very good interaction, the officer was nice and caring.”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, hetersexual, white, is not a homeowner

● Respect Rate 3
○ “the only thing was that it was the coldest day of winter in february and I pissed myself and they didn't

let me have my jacket or provide me warmth.”
■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white hispanic, is a homeowner, 4 disorders.

○ “Initially I did not feel I was treated with respect. It was not until the officer recognized me from my
health care clinic where he and his son were patients of mine that he gave me the time of day.”

■ Satisfied: “The gentleman was not very kind at first, but his attitude turned around once he
realized that he knew me from the family physicians clinic.”

■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.
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○ “was stopped for light out that I was told after he took license and checked it. Grandson of 8 years old
got out to go to house and was dmanded to return to car.”

■ Dissatisfied: “the way we were treated.”
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner zero disorders.

○ “Yes I was on my way to work at 2:30 am going south on Grand Ave. Touched by brakes for stop and go
lights at Grand and Thomas. Police going North put lights on, made U-turn, pulled me over on Thomas
St. Asked what was wrong. Officer said I was missing 3rd brake light. I informed officer that there was
not a 3rd brake light. He asked if someone tested me I said no. He told me they came out in 1987. My
jeep was a 1992. It doesn't have one. I said to officer you were pulling me over to see if he could smell
alcohol on my breath. He asked where I was going. I said to work. He asked where did I work and I said
city of Wausau DPW. I asked for his supervisor and he told me to leave.”

■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Officers just fishing for information.”
■ Neutrally satisfied
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “The reason for the stop was not worthy of being stopped.”
■ Neutrally satisfied: “Working to meet a quota on a month is not a valid reason.”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “They’re just not friendly. They think they’re helping keep people safe but really they’re just trying to fill
their quota for tickets.”

■ Very dissatisfied: “They gave me a ticket for swiping to “answer” on my phone. They didn’t give
me any sort of break and I’m in financial hardship and the person I answered the phone for was my
mom who was sitting with my dying uncle.”

■ Age: 21-30, male, homosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “In a car full of white people save for my partner my partner who was in the back seat was singled out
and questioned for no reason other than him being non white. I would have understood had we been
doing something and he was jumpy but none of us were and ofc hed be nervous as a non white man
getting talked to by white cops”

■ Neutrally satisfied
■ Age: 21-30, male, homosexual, white, is not a homeowner, 4 disorders.

○ “Ticket green/yellow light”
■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, sexual orientation: other, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “Racial profiled me due to the appearance of my car and my physics appearance.”
■ Dissatisfied: “Asked to search my car and kept on persisting when there was no probable cause for

a search.”
■ Age: 21-30, male, sexual orientation: other, Asian, is a homeowner.
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○ “I was given a summons. The interaction was short and to the point, but also confusing. They couldn’t
provide me with information on how to proceed, which is understandable, but i was left feeling
overwhelmed.”

■ Neutrally satisfied: “Regarding my interaction with the Wausau Police, it wasn’t bad or good, just
neutral. There wasn’t more they could have done since they were only hand delivering a summons,
so my confusion on the situation wasn’t their fault.”

■ Age: 21-30, female, bisexual, white, is not a homeowner, 3 disorders.

○ “The officer asked me "what did you learn from this situation?" Seemed arrogant and rude since I was
pulled over in speeding. Made me wonder if he'd ask a man that?”

■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner.

○ “Came to my appt. but told him I didn't call. Probably should check with other apt!”
■ Neutrally satisfied: “Wrong appt. he left”
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner

○ BLANK
■ Dissatisfied: “I got an unnecessary speeding ticket that should be voided”
■ Age: 21-30, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 3 disorders.

○ BLANK
■ Very dissatisfied: “Pulled over for not stopping at a 4 way stop sign when I did stop”
■ Age 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “not very friendly”
■ Neutrally satisfied: “who likes getting pulled over”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ BLANK
■ Neutrally satisfied: “I was assisting an individual who was ill, so it was appropriate that the officer

stopped but they did not help the situation by their presence and i wished they would have moved
along but I understand why they felt they could not do so.”

■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

● Respect Rate 2
○ “I was pulled over on a bicycle, while following ALL bike laws. Not serched and let go in front of bars at

bar close that I had not been at.”
■ Very dissatisfied: “Why would I not be searched, given my explicit methamphetamine filled record

and one of the officers, the only officer on the scene, commented on being there during my home
raid.”

■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ BLANK
■ Dissatisfied: ‘I didn't do any crime to be arrested that's worh being arrested and now I'm in jail.’
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, asian, is not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I got man-handled.”
■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 18-20, male, heterosexual, Asian, not a homeowner, 2 disorders.
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○ BLANK
■ Very dissatisfied: “got pulled over for my center stop lamp being out. 10pm on a friday. as if there

aren’t niggers and drunks and drug addicts causing more trouble. that shit hasn’t got me pulled
over til recently and it’s been out for years. lame cop has nothing better to do”

■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner

○ “They treated me like a criminal because of my record, which I’ve done tons to turn my life around and
haven’t been in trouble with the law in about 5 years”

■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “Very disrespectful and like I was a criminal”
■ Neutrally satisfied
■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “They could be better understanding of obstacles people who are low wage workers and persons with
disabilities face. These suggestions they have feel condescending in my opinion”

■ Neutrally satisfied: “It was what i expected. To feel slightly belittled but no overt harm. They have
no empathy”

■ Age: 31-50, female, bisexual, white, is not a homeowner, one disorder.

○ “I told the police that I had no card for insurance they don't give use only paper which I showed him and
he didn't believe me. He said all insurance have cards but not true. I been with the same company for a
long time.”

■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders

○ “I was not in trouble they were asking me for information...I knew they must have been in a rush but
they really didn't approach me in the nicest way. The pounded on my door in order to talk to me at
night when there was no reason for them to be there. They quickly explained what they needed from
me and I assisted but it was uncomfortable and they didn't seem to mind that I was uncomfortable with
the situation. The female officer was a bit friendlier maybe because she understood that someone
pounding on your door at night would be frightening to a single woman.”

■ Dissatisfied: “I just feel like the whole situation was kind of inappropriate. They asked me for
information and to assist them to get into my building and when they asked if I knew this person
and I said, "no" it was like they were accusing me. I don't even know most of my neighbors lets
alone who they hang out with.”

■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “An officer followed me for 3 miles, then pulled me over for a brake light that was out. Asked my
passenger for their ID which we politely declined. They then had us wait for another 20 minutes at
which point a couple more squads and a K-9 unit showed up. They proceeded to search my car and find
nothing, said that they needed to do all of this because you never know, my passenger “could be a serial
murderer” Im pretty sure this is not standard procedure for routine traffic stops, but we were an
interracial couple.”

■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, one disorder.

○ “I felt talked down to and disrespected during part of the interaction.”
■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.
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○ “The Wausau pd stopped me and as soon as they took my drivers license, a K9 was there within
5minutes and of course hit on the vehicle. Searched me and the car, asked me multiple times if I had
any needles on me as if I look to be a junkie. And some of them have really slick mouths”

■ Very dissatisfied: “Them getting cocky and rude. Almost profiling me bc of my criminal record”
■ Age: 21-30, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “I opened my car door because my window did not work and he pulled his gun”
■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 21-30, female, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “They generate revenue for the city by pulling people over/ticketsing. They are not here for our safety,
but to make money for the city.”

■ Very dissatisfied: “I hadn't done anything, I just happened to be the only car on the road at the
time. They asked to search my vehicle for no reason. I said no and they said have a good night and
let me go.”

■ Age: 30-51, gender: other, sexual orientation: other, race: other, not a homeowner, zero disorders.

● Respect Rate 1
○ “News get treated with respect cuz' of who  I am”

■ Very dissatisfied: “Cuz' they always expect the worse whn they see my name”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 4 disorders.

○ “Pulled over for no reason but the fact I was from out of town”
■ Very dissatisfied: “Was treated with no respect like I was instantly a criminal or doing something

wrong when I am not from here and just lost. The police are assholes”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Don't even know why I was pulled over”
■ Very dissatisfied: “Was aggressive when all I was doing was asking questions”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Because the officer knew me from an unreasoned prior arrest he treated me very poorly”
■ Very dissatisfied: “I was taken to jail on domestic charges. Thing should have been on the other

party.”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, 4 disorders.

○ “Illegal search and seizure”
■ Very dissatisfied: “They did not do what they were suppose to”
■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “The officer stated that I seem suspicious and conducted an illegal search of the vehicle I was driving.”
■ Very dissatisfied: “The police violated my 14th amendment right, the right to due process and

equal protection of the laws.”
■ Age: 51-60, male, black, is not a homeowner, 3 disorders.

○ “I was talked to like I didn't belong in the community. Police told me I had to leave burger king because I
was smoking a cigarette in the smoking section. I was waiting for my food. He did not believe me so I
waited until he left to get my meal”

■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 21-30, male, heterosexual, black, is not a homeowner, zero disorders.
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○ “I was lied to and treated unfairly”
■ Very dissatisfied: ‘they used my mental health against me”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, hispanic white, is not a homeowner, 3 disorders.

○ “Everytime I get stop or approached upon, I already know I'm coming to jail so why not try to get away.”
■ Very dissatisfied: “Have no trespassing sign and private property sins up in the front yard and they

still approach the yard without permission.”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, Asian, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Didn't give me a good or simply a reason of running my plates. Pulled me over just because I was
driving; not breaking the law.”

■ Very Dissatisfied: “The two officers didn't explain to my wife why I was being arrested.”
■ Age: 18-20, male, heterosexual, Asian, not a homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “I was treated like a monster after they found out I was on parol/probation for drugs, I'm a reacurring
addict currently realease from prison, sober by choice!”

■ Very dissatisfied: “I was afraid for my life because of my pass records”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, race: other, is a homeowner, 3 disorders.

○ “Was threatened and brought to jail”
■ Very dissatisfied: “They didn't care what I had to say”
■ Age: 31-50, male, hterosexual, race: other, not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “My neighbor is a police officer and on duty was home on one of his many daily stops there. He noticed I
was burning sticks on a fire ban day. Instead of informing me he called for squad and a ladder truck to
visit me”

■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I was forced to take my raincoat off in a downpour even though they refused to get out of their car.”
■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 21-30, female, bisexual, white, is a homeowner, one disorder.

○ “I got a speeding ticker under the circumstance I passed through a stoplight turning yellow traveling 35
to 38 limit dropped to 25 all cars travel that speed je would not listen to me when I tried to explain.”

■ Very dissatisfied: “he wouldn't listen, he was a jerk”
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I am a 60 year old woman and your department treats me like crap”
■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 51-60, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Pulled over because officer said he saw my cell phone in my hand. My son in seat next to me said the
officer was on his phone while pulling us over!  So it is ok for police to be on phone and driving but the
public can’t??”

■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, race: other, is not a homeowner, zero disorders.
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Called 911 

● Respect Rate 5
○ BLANK

■ Very satisfied: “I made a pocket call by accident and a lady officer showed up on 1575 North 4th
St. I let her in and ________ and I talk to the lady officer.”

■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is not a  homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “The officer was friendly, professional and helpful during vf the contact.”
■ Very Satisfied: “The officers were friendly, polite, professional, and helpful in all my contacts”
■ Age: 51-65, non-binary, sexual orientation: other, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ BLANK
■ Very satisfied: “The dispatcher really knew her job. She asked the right questions and handled it

very well. I wish I'd have been able to thank her.”
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner zero disorders

○ “Dispatcher calm and very professional”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ BLANK
■ Very satisfied: “situation resolved, given alternatives”
■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I was caring for a disabled person who was having a medical/emotional episode - the responder
gathered the necessary information and secured police and emergency medical help with respect.”

■ Very satisfied: “The officers were very respectful and worked well with the emergency medical
team to rapidly provide concerned help to the disabled person, working very well with caregiver.”

■ Age: 66+, male, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Accidental cal, but dispatcher very polite and understanding”
■ Very satisfied: “Officer stopped by to double check, very friendly and nice”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Excellent care and respect shown by dispatch and PD in this instance”
■ Very satisfied: “911 dispatch and police helped immensely in dealing with my truck theft by

_________”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “She was highly respectful to the situation”
■ Very satisfied: “She listened”
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is anot a homeowner, 2 disorders.

○ “I asked for help in finding my daughter's friend who had run away from her home.”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 50-65, female, zero disorders.

○ “Well trained !!”
■ Very satisfied: “The Wausau police came to my needs”
■ Age: 31-50, female, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders.
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○ “She was compassionate, and stayed on the phone until the police and emergency personel came into
my room.”

■ Very satisfied:
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “The dispatcher was very friendly, had the police and fire department came very quickly, and listen as I
answered their questions.”

■ Very satisfied: “Very comfortable and as ease”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ BLANK
■ Very satisfied: “Thought the EMT's did a very good job.”
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “My husband had a brain aneurysm and dispatched stayed on the line with me, trying to keep me cal,
and she was friendly”

■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white,  is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “My husband was having a heart attack. They stayed on the line and told me what to do, watch for,
reassured me help was on their way. Took some of the stress I had off of me.”

■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “My child accidentally pressed an emergency button on my cell phone. We explained to dispatch the
accidental call and an officer came to our home anyway to check it out. We were treated respectfully
and were appreciative WPD checked on our family.”

■ Very satisfied: “Explained above. Also the officer responded promptly. Our family likes to know the
WPD could be there if they're really needed. We apologized and explained to our child about not
pressing random buttons on our phones and when to call '911' in an emergency”

■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “The 911 operator listened and aked me the right questions. She was wonderful and sent help fast.”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I called about a 4 wheeler being driven on the road ans alley at a high rate of speed.”
■ Very satisfied: “The officer went to talk to the guy on 2 or 3 occasions.”
■ Age: 51-60,female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “EMT were called wausau PD officer followed up, treated patient and family with respect and very
caring.”

■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 66+, female, nonbinary, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Dispatch was very kind and helpful and actually allowed me to take control of the situation myself and
she just listened and maintained and informed me of help coming”

■ Very satisfied: “Different call: dispatcher calm and explained PTSD with officers, and she informed
officers prior to arrival and I was treated with respect”

■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, race: other, not a homeowner, 2 disorders.
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● Respect Rating 4
○ “I called 911 to the Gazebo because a young man needed assistance. He was very drunk. He blew a .37

and they left him there. He should have been taken to NCHC”
■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 4 disorders.

○ “It was very quick but efficient as I was reporting something that had already been reported.”
■ Satisfied: “The officer was quick thinking and not rude even though my call was duplicative.”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “Call for a neighbor was very sick”
■ Satisfied: “The dispatcher did her job in a professional manner.”
■ Age, 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ BLANK
■ Dissatisfied: “The 911 dispatcher said i should call the non-emergency number to report any issue

but did not offer the number. I later found out two things: the non-emergency number and it
doesn't always work when I call.”

■ Age: 51-65, male, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I called 911 fpr a nrighbor who could not call for help herself. Responders were initiaially confused.”
■ Satisfied
■ Age: 66+, female, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “My granddaughter ran away and she came back home. Officer came to house and talked to her.”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age 51-60, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “My husband is mentally ill and on a commitment order. He needed to be picked up and admitted and
the sidpatcher kept me calm”

■ Very satisfied: “Keeping me calm while I was exceptionally stressed out”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, 3 disorders.

○ “They were great, was a non emergency after hrs but could lead to emergency”
■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “It seems a long time ago. Hard to remember”
■ Very satisfied: “We though my husband was having a strok. We finally called 911- answered

questions and an ambulance plus 4 or 5 mencame within 5 minutes - checked my husband and
drove him to Aspirud”

■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorder.

○ “I called in for a community member that needed medical assistance. There was a lot of noise in the
background so it was difficult to hear and the conversation with the dispatcher was brief. No concerns.”

■ Very satisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.
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○ “Well the police came and checkout what sounded like gunshots at 2:30 am in the morning and I think it
ended up being fireworkds. But there has been a lot more suicides and people with drugs and guns that
I have seen and heard about and that is what I thought it was.”

■ Satisfied: “Glad that they did not use sirens but would have liked to talk with them to find out if
they did find fireworks or not.”

■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “The dispatch was polite, listened to my concern, sent an officer to look into convern”
■ Very satisfied: “I was comfortable with the interation with dispatch and officer called me with

follow up into. Thank you!”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I didn't know where I was”
■ Satisfied: “They came on the scene”
■ Age: 21-30, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders.

● Respect Rating 3
○ “I did not feel as if the dispatcher took my concern about children playing in a busy intersection

seriously”
■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ BLANK
■ Dissatisfied: “No, it was just an urgent call requesting immediate assistance as we had the

perpetrator in our backyard trying to keep him they're until help arrived.”
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, hispanic white, is not a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “911 dispatcher stated, "its all ready been called in." (extremely sarcastically)”
■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 31-50, male, heterosexual, whtie, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “I have never called 911 - being my first time. Neighbors garage on fire. I gave location and she acted
like she never heard of the area”

■ Dissatisfied
■ Age: 66+, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I was 18 and someone hit my car with their door. I’ve never experienced this before and all I know is
that I needed their insurance because that is what o learned from my drivers Ed class. They left a
scratch and the man who hit my car puffed out his chest asked what I was going to do about it. I called
911 to help de escalate the situation because I was scared and crying. The 911 dispatcher said the cops
don’t get involved in this situation but I felt unsafe. The cop got there 20 minutes later and then
proceeded to ask why I was wasting HIS time. I am young and I felt so unsafe at the time and police
officer did not help. I do not trust them with my safety.”

■ Neurally satisfied
■ Age: 18-20, female, heterosexual, race: other, is a homeowner, 1 disorder.
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● Respect Rating 2
○ “The dispatcher was rude and accusatory. They treated the situation like I did not know what I was

seeing with my own eyes.”
■ Very dissatisfied: “The dispatcher is an extension and representative of the Wausau Police

Department (WPD) although they are not an employee of WPD. I was very dissatisfied to know
they act and treat the public so differently from the way the officers are trained and respond to the
physical issue. It also makes you wonder if situations are escalated from the beginning of the
interaction, or how officers are treated/cared for by dispatch.”

■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, white, is not a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “I have called for safety concerns regarding my children and the custody agreement with my ex
husband. He is an alcoholic and it was a domestic violence marriage. I had to wait at least 2 hrs for an
officer to check on my child in which then they transported her home to me because like I had stated it
was an unsafe situation.”

■ Very dissatisfied: “Officers do not do a great job understanding domestic violence situations in
terms of trauma. They literally seem incapable of observing these very known documented traits of
people who are victims of abuse. Its harmful”

■ Age: 31-50, female, biseuxal, white, is not a homeowner, 1 disorder.

○ “Explained earlier, called 911 for a dog attack. Dispatcher was nice.  Officer was not mean, but their
priorities and who they wanted to blame for a dog attack were way out of whack.”

■ Dissatisfied
■ Age 31-50, male, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Dispatch seemed cold like a robot”
■ Satisfied: “Emergency responders seemed annoyed like I was an inconvenience”
■ Age: 21-30, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 3 disorders.

● Respecting Rating 1
○ “Rudeness by entire staff”

■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “Same comment as before the lady yelled at me when I called back after 2.5 hours of no one showing
up for a break in and stalking call!!”

■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 31-50, female, heterosexual, race: other, is not a homeowner, zero disorders.

○ “I was told by the dispatcher 911 was for life or death. I was afraid for my life. Hope the jerk isnt working
there anymore.de”

■ Very dissatisfied
■ Age: 51-65, female, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder
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Sought Assistance 

● Respect Rate 5
○ “I told the Wausau police on Feb 22nd, 2021 at 21:39 that the pouch and drugs they found on the

passenger front seat were there yet I got charged. Possession is charged to the possessor closest to the
passenger, not the driver. 9/10 of the low.”

■ Very satisfied “I told the police that I was the driver of the car on Feb 22nd, 2021 at 21:39 yet I
asked them why should we all get charged when they knew whose drug pouch it was. Come on!
1 and 1 is 2, don't play blind and stupid.”

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders)

○ “Every concern was treated as though it was the biggest deal. Was never made to feel as though my
issues were minor or unimportant.”

■ Very satisfied “Generally treated with respect and like I was an important part of the community.”
■ (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders)

○ “No, the officer was professional, friendly, and helpful during the interaction.”
■ Very satisfied “The office was professional, friendly and helpful during the interaction.”
■ (51-65 years old, non binary, other sexual orientation, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “The response to the situation was appropriate.”
■ Very satisfied “The manner in which it was resolved was appropriate and the situation has

deescalated without incident.”
■ (51-65 years old, is a homeowner)

○ “I have had to call 3 different times. Each time the dispatcher listened closely and handled everything
appropriately.”

■ Very satisfied “I assisted with an accident that happened in front of me and my family. The
officers that arrived were very professional. Wausau should be proud.”

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “Car was stolen - officers were very calm and professional. Made all of us feel better under the
circumstances.”

■ Very satisfied
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “I had a minor car accident grazing a utility pole due to a temporary health problem. The officers
responded rapidly, giving me the help I needed going beyond, treating me with respect, great kindness
and genuine concern.”

■ Very satisfied “They were very kind yet professional in resolving the health concern, getting my
car towed, and giving me a ride to where my wife could pick me up, treating her with concern
also. They were excellent.”

■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “A couple of non- urgent events need.”
■ Very dissatisfied “Respectfully told me who to call for assistance.”
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder)

○ “All [illegible] respectful, considerate treatment by wausau PD - very impressed.”
■ Very satisfied “Excellent communication all around. Promptness on the part of Wausau PD to

respond.” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)
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○ “Calm, courteous, professional and helpful.
■ Very satisfied “Provided response needed for the situation occurring.”
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “My daughter's friend ran away. I asked the police to help find her. The office was polite and concerned.
He called me after she was found.”

■ Very satisfied “Very satisfied with the officer.”
■ (51-65 years old, woman, zero disorders)

○ “The matter and concern to the officer.”
■ Very satisfied “I felt better, safer and glad I made the issue more aware to Wausau Police :) I

trust in our police team.”
■ (31-50 years old, woman, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “Called about a neighbor's fire pit smouldering, and didn't know who to call as it wasn't a true
emergency. The person on the line sent an officer and a small fire truck. They were there quickly and I
didn't get treated as if I was overreacting or being dramatic.”

■ Very satisfied “They acted quickly, put the fire out. Went to talk to the neighbor but no one was
home. They cleaned up what little mess they made in the process of putting the fire out and
stayed a while after to be sure it stayed out.”

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “Extreme friendly.”
■ Very satisfied “They did what they could do.”
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders)

○ “He took time to explain the situation and was very helpful.”
■ Very satisfied “nothing especially.”
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “They listened to concerns, responded quickly, explained the situation well and are following up.”
■ Very satisfied “Responded quickly, showed concern and continued to follow up with our

neighborhood situation.”
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “The Wausau police staff was respectful, approachable, and used clear communication. He answered
questions and responded promptly.”

■ Very satisfied
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 1 disorder)

○ “I only spoke with the 911 operator. The 911 operators are extremely good at their job (from my
experience). I called because of a DV situation in the building.”

■ Very satisfied “The police officers came very quickly.”
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders)

○ “Humane Officer            treated my report of a loose animal with respect and thankfulness - like she
genuinely was happy to take care of the neighborhood and deal with pet owners respectfully and with
fairness. She is also an amazing advocate for citizens to be able to engage with the political process for
getting waivers, etc. She made me feel empowered, supported, respected and excited to communicate
my needs with the Health and Safety Committee.”
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■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, 3 disorders) 

 
○ “I live a block away from the South 5th Avenue shooting. This community needs to be cleaned up of 

criminals.”  
■ Very satisfied “My father is a retired police officer and founder of the Weston Police 

Department.  So I am not afraid to talk to police officers at all.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I work a lot this the school liaison officers. They are fantastic.”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, homosexual, white, is a homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “I could hear the officer telling my mom to be calm in a nice manner. The officer also gave me assurance 

and active fast to get me medical help.”  
■ Very satisfied “He was calm and steady.  Took immediate action and calm my mom down.  He 

did his duties of looking around the house to see if there was any issues.  Although, I 
understand this is the protocol, I did feel a little offended when suspecting of drug use. That is 
more my own personal trigger. I do think you officers have to have a degree of skepticism for 
their safety and the safety of the community.” 

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, asian, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “911 call was handled promptly and efficiently.”  
■ Very satisfied “They came quickly.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, other race, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The officer did a great job of explaining what they could do under the early 2020 covid restrictions.”  

■ Not at all satisfied “At the time of the incident in 2020 the officers could do nothing to resolve 
the issue because of covid restrictions that limited what the officers could do.” 

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Police officer very courteous and understanding. Locked out of my house - no locksmiths in town or 
available. Family out of town.”  

■ Very satisfied “Police officer very kind and determined to get me back in my house. He was very 
professional and caring.” 

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “The officer            was kind and professional (reported a sexual assault of a minor).”  
■ Very satisfied “He explained what would happen.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 3 disorders) 

 
○ “Never an issue, treated with respect, actively listened.”  

■ Very satisfied “Very grateful and happy with help.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I had a car accident and the female police officer treated me fairly.”  

■ Very satisfied “the male police officer who took me home because my car was totaled was 
friendly and kind.” 

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “I has a basic question about local law and the office answered it very nicely.”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I called the Wausau p.d. because my bf hit me but when the cops arrived i was treated more like a 

criminal than victim i was even placed in cuffs n put in backseat but to top it off i am being charged with 
disorderly conduct.”  

■ Not at all satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “Professional”  

■ Very satisfied “Professionalism, listened to my concerns.” 
■ (66 or older, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “storage garage was burglarized. Actually out of wausau - graciously transferred to sheriffs.”  

■ Very satisfied “I was one of several who called WPD on a mentally disturbed man disrupting 
wed. street dinner. Police responded in large number with an orchestrated procedure that 
defused and resolved the situation.” 

■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Nothing specific. Officer and dispatcher are very approachable and helpful.”  
■ Very satisfied “Nothing specific. Treated with respect, kindness and understanding.” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, is a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Everything went fine.”  

■ Very satisfied “Everything went fine.” 
■ (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “Officer very understanding and patient and did follow up.”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “Officer was understanding of my problem.”  

■ Very satisfied “Treated me with respect” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Dealt with mental health individual. They did a great job keeping everyone safe.”  

■ Very satisfied “The wausau police force is very approachable” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Very respectful/ I was a;sp very respectfil to the offer”  

■ Very satisfied “We had a discussion. No one was telling the other what to do” 
■ (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “She directed my call correctly although it was the non emergency line for wausau PD not 911.”  

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “Yield for pedestrians is seen by a lieutenant as not only not something 
an officer has to do but a ticketable offence for the pedestrian crossing. If a person cannot 
understand that simple of a law how are they allowed to arrest for actual crimes?” 

■ (31-50 years old, woman, bisexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “Called about a man who fell out of a tree and died, gave he police the owners name.”  
■ Very satisfied “Was polite even in a stressful situation” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “Our son (who is now 1.5 years sober) was struggling w/ addiction about 18 months ago before stepping 

into rehab. He had a meltdown and we called the police because he left the house in such an unstable 
mental state. The police responded quickly. As it turned out our son's brother had found him and 
calmed him down so the police assistance was not needed.”  

■ Very satisfied “They were prompt, they asked us enough questions to make sure things really 
were ok” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “My interaction didn't involve a dispatcher. The officers were the best! Professional and Cared about 
my reason for speaking with them.”  

■ Very satisfied “Professional, Caring, Understanding, they are Genuine Officers who care about 
this community.” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Prompt response time; courteous, listened completely, was patient, offered support and clear 
directions. Took our concerns seriously.”  

■ Very satisfied “The way he spoke, his facial expression, his thoughtful responses, his 
communication style (eye contact, patient, interactive, empathetic).” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Two lost children presented themselves at my home. The children were afraid of the police. The officer 
was wonderful and put the children at ease and got them home.”  

■ Very satisfied “Officer         was great to me, the children, and the parent” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “They gave me clear direction/ explanation as to filing a report and what to do of something more 

occurred.”  
■ Very satisfied “Very friendly and willing to explain” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, other race, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “I treated the officer with respect and they reciprocated”  

■ Very satisfied “They are approachable because they are people” 
■ (31-50 years old, other sexual orientation, black hispanic, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Tense condesending attitudes”  

■ Very dissatisfied 
■ (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “As expected”  

■ Very satisfied “I asked a question, and received a lucid, professional explanation and an 
agreeable answer.” 

■ (51-65 years old, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 
 

○ “Mutual respect”  
■ Very satisfied “Was followed up by the officer as he said he would” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “They were professional”  
■ Very satisfied “professional” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Professional, courteous, knowledgeable, helpful, and understanding. Occasion was a small fender”  

■ Very satisfied “Well cared for, all questions answered, and not hurried”  
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I was T-boned in a traffic accident. They arrived quickly, handled the situation professionally, followed 

up with me in the emergency rooms.”  
■ Very satisfied “I was transported by ambulance to hospital. They (officers) called the tow truck 

for me and had it taken to body shop. They did it all and I will always be indebt to them. They 
were so helpful and courteous and allayed my worries at such a stressful time.”  

■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I called the local police number and was treated with respect.”  
■ Very satisfied “He was very friendly and just made me fell comfortable” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Official arrived promptly, gave me his business card, asked me questions related to the innocent, and 

gave me his email address so I could send a surveillance video of the incident to him.”  
■ Very satisfied “The officer acted in a professional, friendly, competent manner.” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Listened intently and immediately looked into the issue.”  

■ Very satisfied “Quick action and concern” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Very caring”  

■ Very satisfied “Response was excellent” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders)  

 
○ “Officers treated me as a peer, not a victim.”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Reported money stolen from our business by employee”  

■ Very satisfied “Police investigator was very knowledgeable, polie, readily answered questions 
and took the time to thoroughly explain the process to me. Very professional.”  

■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I was asked the specific's and assured an officer would be on their way in a polite and respectful way !”  
■ Very satisfied “Took my complaint and made an immediate arrest and took time for a little 

small talk as well, very nice!” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “Wausau police are my neighbors and they work hard. We have a lot of criminals in this town due to 
government policy and these people are bad and that puts more stress on our officers and resources.”  

■ Very satisfied “They did their job . Period . What my tax dollars pay for. If you are a criminal 
trying to get away, I think the police have the right to use whatever means to stop your bad 
behavior before that criminal moves on and hurts my wife, daughter, sin , or grandchild. Don’t 
do the crime if you can’t do the time.” 

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “At my place of employment the police were called due to suspicious activity. They took everything 
seriously. Did a walk through of the building to ensure safety. Fantastic!”  

■ Very satisfied “No matter the situation, the police officers here take everything seriously. Kind, 
compassionate, [unsure of text] has been evident every time!” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Alarm at business went off (fals) they were very professional and made sure the area was safe.”  
■ Very satisfied “friendly and professional in their actions” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Property stolen from me was recovered and even the police chief had a role in helping it find its way 

back in to my possession.”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “they did not question the reason for being there, and they took the time to answer all my questions”  

■ Very satisfied “I felt as thought they took my concerns very seriously” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I called regarding a street light that was out. I was listened to and shortly police were on the scene to 

take care of things.”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (51- 65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Her responses made me feel she understood my request and they understood the importance 0f the 

problem.”  
■ Very satisfied “Very respectful comments.” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I saw a confused elderly man, asked a female officer to help him, she went to him, helped, and assisted 

him immediately.”  
■ Very satisfied “She was helpful, professional” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I called them for funeral procession. They are great to work with.”  

■ Very satisfied “Nothing specific. Good to work with” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The situation was non-emergency (not 911), but the dispatcher did a nice job getting someone out.”  

■ Very satisfied “Took down all information needed, gave me contact information, and was polite 
the whole time.”  

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “I was dealing with a special needs family member at the HCC and officers offered assistance of 
presence to help control the area till I was able to de-escalate the situation without causing unintended 
issues.”  

■ Very satisfied “They let me be involved and they respected my input and knowledge of the 
person in need”  

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, one disorder) 
 

○ “Using my name while asking questions or explaining things to me.”  
■ Very satisfied “As I was leaving the discussion he said "take care, my name and be safe." 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, one disorder) 

 
○ “Quick to follow up” 

■ Very satisfied “Polite and quick”  
■  (31-50 years old, man, non binary, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Just the nature of the conversation”  

■ Very satisfied “Watched the response.  Very professional and respectful to all parties.”  
■ (66 or older, woman, not a homeowner, zero disorders)  

 
○ “They were calm and collected while I was in a scary and stressful situation.”  

■ Very satisfied “I had numerous questions about an ongoing case and they always responded in 
a thoughtful and timely manner.”  

■ (21-30 years old, woman, bi sexual, white, homeowner, 4 disorders) 
 

○ “The officer responded promptly. Answered questions, and explained what options were available”  
■ Very satisfied  
■ (31-50 years old, woman, bisexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Officer was extremely friendly, helpful and very professional”  

■ Very satisfied “He was approachable and made me feel very comfortable to have an open heart 
conversation”  

■ (31-50 years old, woman, hetersexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
 

○ “Noisy neighbor questions”  
■ Very satisfied “Very professional, took my questions seriously, not intimidating” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Took notes, was compassionate, offered to help in any way they could!”  

■ Very satisfied “Again . . . Came as soon as they could in an acceptable amount of time.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Officer        investigated and completed a hit and run incident that happened to our vehicle at the 

Wausau Animal Hospital. He was very thorough in completing his report and brought the information 
to my home - very happy. Thank you”  

■ Very satisfied “Officer        did an excellent job of documenting his report on the above 
mentioned incident”  

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 3 disorders) 
 

○ “Per phone call he followed through and was very helpful”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “I am always treated with courtesy and respect whenever I walk into the Wausau Police Department. 

They are very special, and they really, really care. I read a Google review about the Wausau Police from 
a criminal in which she states: The Wausau Police put the hand cuffs on gently, and they give generous 
cigarette breaks! Also,  if I could describe the Wausau Police in one word it would be: LOVE. When I am 
in the presence of a Wausau Police Officer that is what I feel. (not a romantic love: love from one human 
being to another) It is just a wonderful experience! These Officers are expected to handle a wide variety 
of situations: murder, sexual assaults, suicide, domestic disturbance, assaults, battery, drugs & mental 
health!!! That is a lot!!! Then on top of that they are disrespected, swore at, flipped off, spit at, people 
throw rocks at them, and people try to kill them. They are expected to handle so much, and they are 
under appreciated BIG TIME! Thank You Wausau Police: you all are human angels!”  

■ Very satisfied “The Officers used direct eye contact, they truly listened and were concerned, 
they react super smooth to calls, and are the first ones to show up for a 911 call! AMAZING 
POLICE DEPARTMENT!!!”  

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders) 
 

○ “A criminal in a stolen vehicle from Aspirus drove up my street and through my yard. Over some shrubs 
-- and a high rate of speed last fall.” 

■ Very satisfied “They were already knowledgeable about the situation: vehicle”  
■  (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The officer explained why they were doing what they were doing in area.  When I asked to speak to 

one of them, even though he was obviously busy with an important situation, he stoped, listed, and 
even went with my suggestion. All the officers were respectful.”  

■ Very satisfied “Nothing specific. I just sensed it.”  
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Always professional, listened to us”  

■ Very satisfied “Professional, listened, answered questions, addressed concerns”  
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Phone calls were promptly returned and the info I needed was given”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “A tree had fallen in the road. The respondered quickly to re-direct traffic”  

■ Very satisfied “They did their jobs” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “took the drug problem next door seriously”  

■ Very satisfied “Thanked me for the call” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I call to report a possible explosive device discovered near by my house. The police department took 

me seriously and were quick to respond and investigate”  
■ Very satisfied “I was surprised (in a good way) to get a follow-up call from one of the officers to 

update me on the investigation”  
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “We have a neighbor who has serious drug, alcohol, mental health issues”  
■ Somewhat satisfied “The police are very good dealing with him, patient, understanding but 

firm. It's disappointing that more isn't done to change his situation, protect his mother who he 
lives with. As those who live surrounding him we still have to be on alert that he could "go off" 
at any time. Yesterday there was a 911 call for a possible fire at a neighbor. There was a very 
large fire/police response. Every neighbors first thought was "he finally killed his mom" 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “My car broke down in the middle of an intersection and the officer was helpful in getting the street 
cleared and keeping everyone safe, while also waiting with me until help arrived and the intersection 
cleared.”  

■ Very satisfied “As a senior citizen I was spoken to in a reassuring, respectful way while also 
monitoring traffic and vehicles and drivers at the intersection where my car broke down.”  

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I had a neighbor back into my car. The officer couldn't have been more  understanding  and helpful in 
this situation.”  

■ Very satisfied “These guys make all situations comfortable, considering what they have to deal 
with every day. Couldn't ask for a more helpful group of men”  

■ (51 -65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I am a team leader at the warming center and have always had a very positive experience with the 
police officers. They answer calls quickly and very professional with clients and treat them with dignity 
and respect.”  

■ Very satisfied “As I said above the officers are very professional and non-judgmental”  
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I reported vandalism at JoJo Jungle. The officer responded as soon as possible and took possession of 

the broken equipment. Very personable.”  
■ Very satisfied “He was friendly while doing the details of his job.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I spoke to the officer waiting to catch speeders on our road. I thanked him fro trying to keep our street 

safe from the people speeding and he was very friendly and listened to my concerns.”  
■ Very satisfied “I felt the Officer didn't thing my concerns were not warranted. There are way too 

many speeders on Marquardt rd and when they get stopped the situation improves for a while.”  
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I lost my wedding ring. My insurance agent suggested I report this.”  

■ Very satisfied “Appropriate action.”  
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Reported driver driving dangerously, officer listened, contacted offender, explained what 

actions/discussion took place. Understood my concerns wanted to provide into and redirection to 
change drivers behavior.”  

■ Very satisfied “listening, education, taking action, and reasonable explanation, understanding, 
and acknowledging my concerns.”  

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “He listened and treated us with dignity. The police came to help us because we were hit by another 
car.”  

■ Very satisfied “He helped me know what to do by following the accident” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Overall interaction very professional.”  

■ Very satisfied “Asked for assistance with speed control in a specific area.  Police radar 
enforcement within 24 hours.”  

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I was walking near my home on the road which often has individuals stretching the speed limit to 
access. An officer parked in his car monitoring the issue and I had a conversation regarding this 
problem.”  

■ Very satisfied “The officer was friendly, understanding, and later I witnessed he tried one of my 
suggestion and was able to stop and warn a driver of the speed on the road.”  

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “They are good people that’s why.”  
■ Very satisfied “Wausau police are amazing that’s why!”  
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The officers approaching my questions very respectfully”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “The officer listened to my concerns, gave me advice on dealing with my problem and helped me feel 

less stressed over the situation. Officer         . Wonderful!”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Listen to my concern” 

■ Very satisfied 
■  (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “We reported someone was dumping old tires near our house and the officer was great!”  

■ Very satisfied “The dumping stopped.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The officer listened, asked questions, and took notes.”  

■ Very satisfied “I was treated with respect even though the situation probably was pretty tame 
compared to what they generally deal with.   It was scary for me and they respected that.” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I did not call 911, I called a non-emergency number.” 
■ Very satisfied “I needed a welfare check on my brother, and it turned out he had passed away in 

his apartment.  The police I interacted with were exceedingly kind, compassionate, helpful, and 
supportive.  I couldn't ask for anything more.”  

■  (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “My ex husband threatened to punch me in the face. The office came to my house looked at the texts, 
took my statement, listened and empathized and then called my ex directly to speak with him.”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “I live on a block with a drag house 2 doors down. As officers were leaving I stepped out and asked if I 

could talk to him (Officer       ) He assured me if I even felt threatened to call and they would be here 
immediately”  

■ Very satisfied “Officer told me they are down my street very often in unmarked cars. They are 
watching actively very closely.”  

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Respect and readiness to help”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “I called about a water main break in the winter. They listened and responded promptly.” 

■ Very satisfied “Prompt response.” 
■  (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Called for a customer harassing other customers at work.”  

■ Very satisfied “They came within 5 - 10 minutes and took care of a customer that was harassing 
other customers.” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Very respectful officers and willing to answer any questions asked.”  
■ Very satisfied “Respectful and friendly officers.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “I turned in a lost wallet.  The officers said they would visit the home address listed on the ID in the 

wallet.  They thanked me for turning it in and took responsibility for trying to find the owner.”  
■ Very satisfied “They just said they were appreciative.  It was a good day for everybody.”  
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “My 17 year old received a package of marijuana in the mail - 3 drug team officers dealt with him.”  

■ Somewhat satisfied “The drug "sting" that they mentioned to him.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I had video to offer regarding an occurrence that the police were called to in my neighborhood.  They 

asked if I would provide a flash drive with the video for their files, which I did.  They wer polite, friendly, 
& courteous.”  

■ Very satisfied “They were very friendly & professional & thanked me for providing the video.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “They showed up promptly, asked me what was going on and handled the situation with tough grace 

and patience.”  
■ Very satisfied “They were safe and took all the steps to make sure the individuals were safe, 

too.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “They responded quickly to my call.”  
■ Very satisfied “They came quickly and addressed my problem appropriately.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “My car died close to my house. Called to let police know so I wouldn't get a ticker, The officer called me 

back and asked if car could be pushed back a little so it wouldn't be hit. He was very kind and sweet.” 
■ Very satisfied 
■  (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “I was concerned my neighbors were running a drug house and that they definitely were. The officers 

raided the residence and my son I felt was in a safe area again.” 
■ Very satisfied “They made my home feel safe again” 
■  (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “Answered the phone not as if this was their 10,000 call of the day, thanked me for reporting, and gave 

me an estimated time of when someone would be there to look into the complaint.”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “Showed compassion for an individual in need.”  

■ Very satisfied “Took the time to chat about the circumstances.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “there was an intruder in my yard that left some drug paraphernalia, when I called they came quickly 

and listened to me carefully.”  
■ Very satisfied “they listened intently and offered advice and made me feel more comfortable.” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “handicap and parking/called and problem resolved immediately.”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Called- vandalism- brockmeyer park- jojo's jungle.”  

■ Somewhat satisfied “We need more patrolling after 10:00 pm -jojo's jungle.” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “They took the concern seriously and took action.”  

■ Very satisfied “They were kind and respectful” 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I called to report a break in. At all times I felt safe and respected. The officer was 100% perfect in 

providing help, follow up” 
■ Very satisfied “She was professional, caring, when she knew a religious article of no commercial 

value, but great sentimental value was taken, she was sympathetic and so very kind.” 
■  (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white-hispanic, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “There was someone stalking the house and children around the block and they kept patrolling and 

watching to make sure everyone was safe and they listened to us and wanted to make us feel safer.”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white-hispanic, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “Took my concern respectfully and dispatched an officer to assist timely.”  
■ Very satisfied “The officer was very helpful and friendly and empathetic to the situation.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, american indian/alaska native, homeowner, zero 

disorders) 
 

○ “Very polite and efficient.”  
■ Somewhat satisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, non-binary, homosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very satisfied “Two police officers came to my aid when I fell and broke my hip. They were;           
and           . Each time they see my son (on emergency police) they ask him how I am, and say 
they were sorry they had to break in my door. (but I gave them permission over the phone to do 
so)” 

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Very satisfied “our son in crisis had a knife threatened to kill us. Officer and Officer          stopped 

by later that day to let us know how things were going. Very appreciative of their 
understanding and interaction with our son and ourselves.” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Very satisfied “I was treated with respect.” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very satisfied “Fast response time. Great communication. Helpful involvement.”  
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very satisfied “         was very professional and helped recover my mom's car.” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Somewhat satisfied “I mean my neighbors literally took a woman hostage in her car and shot 
towards our house where we had children sleeping. Then was awoken by police acting like we 
were criminals for being caught in the cross fire, literally.” 

■ (21-30 years old, woman, bisexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Very satisfied “Responded within 15 min.” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Somewhat satisfied “As a victim it would be nice for follow up and update of outcome or any 
progress.” 

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ BLANK 
■ Very satisfied “Working in the school system the resource officers and those who assist and 

support them do an amazing job! They are patient and kind to students and staff. I've observed 
these interactions not only in the schools but the community. Great work!” 

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

● Respect Rate 4 
○ “My brother had a mental health problem”  

■ Very satisfied “The police wer understanding and let me help my brother with the situation. 
They are trained pretty good but I think some officers need more training with mental 
disabilities people. Thanks.” 

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I feel Wausau Police Officers are doing a much better job handling situations on a case by case basis, 
and with more patience, respect, and professionalism towards citizens of the community that are 
homeless, addicts, or have mental issues. I have witnessed most officers taking multiple factors into 
consideration and treat people with more dignity than in the past. I still feel that there is more work to 
be done, and not all officers need improvement. However, just because you mandate more training and 
hire outstanding citizens that they will be a compassionate and responsible officer. We are all HUMAN. 
I think all officers should go through more mental health training and experience the homeless / mental 
problem firsthand such as 72 hr holds at NCHC so that they have more appreciation. Also, more 
outreach and presence to churches and establishments is needed. I’ve never seen a police officer 
hanging out at Open Door, Salvation Army, Bridge Street Mission, or local churches such as The Cross.           
works with inmates doing ministry. He has a church. You already have a great connection to create a 
stronger trust and programs that actually reach those people most in need.”  

■ Very dissatisfied “Previous experience: not most recent / I have witnessed and read police 
reports that have inaccuracies within and incorrect statement(s) made by multiple different 
police officers. My feeling of the situation is that the officer was allowed to make false 
statements that are “on record.” I don’t feel that there is enough trust or openness or 
availability or resources for me to come forward and attempt to correct the situation and be 
honest about true officer being dishonest without retaliation.” 

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, other race, not a homeowner, two disorders) 
 

○ “Officer was calm and asked appropriate questions.”  
■ Somewhat satisfied “The officer was very calming, un-rushed in their responses and gave great 

direction and explanation for their actions/next steps.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorder) 

 
○ “Not really.  Whoever answered took care of the complain professionally.”  

■ Somewhat satisfied “The police arrived in a timely fashion and dealt with the situation.” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “They came fast ans explained what was going on. It was resolved.”  

■ Very satisfied “They talked with the people involved, no other pedestrians.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The officer was very helpful the 911 dispatcher was getting frustrated because I had a hard time paying 

attention due to the situation.”  
■ Somewhat satisfied “There is just too much to explain.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, american indian/alaska native, not a homeowner, one 

disorder) 
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○ “There is one occasion several years ago that happened that had changed how I deal with police officers 

forever. I was the victim of domestic violence. My neighbor would call 911 when he was violent and 
loud. On the second or third visit to our house, the officer asked if i I wanted to press charges. Locking 
up our only income when we were barely surviving with a newborn wasn't smart so I said no. He said the 
next time they wasted time coming to our house, he would charge us both with disturbing the peace 
and put our baby in foster care. I didn't understand how the people called to protect me from the 
person hurting me could threaten to hurt me even worse. I was so afraid of the neighbors calling, I lost 
my voice. I stopped trying to stand up for myself. The violence and abuse escalated and it took me 
another 2 years to work up the courage to leave him. I now have a restraining order. But that night, I 
stopped seeing you as safety or community officers and I now see you as doing or saying whatever you 
need to in order to get the result you want. I am terrified of you and I have taught my 4 and 6 year old 
children to fear you as a consequence of how I react during interactions with you.”  

■ Somewhat dissatisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, bisexual, white, homeowner, 3 disorders) 

 
○ “Just my general feeling and them timelines and responsiveness.”  

■ Very satisfied “They responded quickly and gave me update on what happened”  
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I felt respected and they listened to my concern.”  

■ Very satisfied “They were awesome on how they handle things.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “very respectful, and nice”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “My dog got out and I called the police to see if they found her. They were very good about telling me 

what they did with her and why.”  
■ Very satisfied “They did not make me feel bad that my dog got away from me and did give me 

some suggestions on how to better help them get her back to me without humane society.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “my house burned down in 2015, I had to call 911 police and police arrived first fire department took 

forever. (I was in Rothschild at the time)”  
■ Very dissatisfied “They believed in my drunken, pathological lying father. Made me feel like the 

perp when I was victim to verbal and emotional abuse. I still am to this day.” 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 3 disorders) 

 
○ “The dispatcher was very helpful and she was very kind and asked for a lot of details. Didn't make me 

feel like I wasting her time and like she wanted to be helpful.”  
■ Somewhat satisfied “They did what they could and did it in a friendly manner.”  
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “The officer asked questions to try to understand and offer options in a respectful way.”  

■ Very satisfied “polite and helpful” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Called about neighbor - police were great”  

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “Great follow up, good communication with department”  

■ Very satisfied “There attitude” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “they answered the question i had, and did it very well, i was pleased with the answer i got.”  

■ Very satisfied  
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “He was professional and polite.”  

■ Very satisfied “Police officers have a very tough, demanding stressful job to endure and when 
repeat offending criminals disrespect authority it makes their job much more difficult and 
challenging. 99.99% of officers do a great job in regards to safety and community service and I 
support them 1000%. If more people gave them the utmost respect and due diligence they 
rightfully deserve through cooperation and "yes sir", "thank you sir", the world would be a 
better peace Thank you! WPD!! Peace and love” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “They listened to my concerns and checked out my complaint”  
■ Somewhat satisfied “Got back to me on what they did and possible future actions”  
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Officer listened and asked questions”  

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “We are landlords. We called when we discovered that our tennant had 
stolen property from us. Officer called it a "civil matter" and took no action. I think this is wrong. 
Theft is theft, even if a tenant does the stealing.” 

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “While reporting a potential crime, officer showed me respect, asked the right questions, promised 
confidentiality due to the neighbor being the object of discussion.”  

■ Very satisfied “Satisfied that he truly listened” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Siempre que he tenido contacto por cualesfuera el motivo, ha sido una experiencia bien atendida”  

■ Somewhat satisfied “La informacion que busque fue obtenida pero no hubo seguimiento a las 
soluciones” 

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white-hispanic, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Patient as they explained the speeding issue and broken tail light issue to my teenage son.”  
■ Somewhat satisfied “It was helpful for parents of underage child to be informed when their 

teen driver is given a warning so we can engage child in conversation and/or restrict driving 
privileges! We had no other concerns with the traffic stop. Handle very appropriately by the 
officer.”  

■ (Woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I called about found dog, non emergency dispatch was kind, officer was very kind on scene, 
supportive, amazing with dog, went above to help find it's owner”  

■ Very satisfied “The officer went above and beyond to find dogs owners and was able to re 
united the dog that night, he took it seriously and didn't blow off need to help”  

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “Responding promptly and following up”  
■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “Reported a crime- officer was very attentive, listened well and shared his contact info”  

■ Very satisfied “Wausau PD needs an easy way to report crim tips anonymously. I submitted into 
about a suspected drug house to MCSD srim stoppers several times and info was never even 
acknowledged, so I stopped updating my tips”  

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Officer listened, took the report. Nothing eventful but honest listening. He had attention to the 
details.” 

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “It was normal interaction reporting. Property damage. 
Although an update on the case would have been appreciated. Felt all neighborhood reports 
were not connected”  

■  (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “not informative about handicap parking”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I didn't ask or need assistance, I just thanked them for their service”  

■ Very dissatisfied “I believe the police need to know that they are appreciated for their service.It 
takes a special person to be a cop.”  

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 
 

○ “Upstairs renters thought there was 3 people in my house, officer was very respectful”  
■ Very satisfied “He called me back and said everything was good” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Tone of voice over the phone made me feel that I was being listened to. An option was offered which I 

appreciated.”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Came quickly we live next to a credit union. A person got unruly to a cashier and turned out he had a 

drug problem.”  
■ Very satisfied “We live next to asians, I was late for work when one got into a domestic dispute. 

knock on wood and everything turned out good. Hope they got all the guys. So much for 
neighborly love. Don't talk to them anymore. Right to bear arms: No semi automatics or 
handguns. But now we are back in cowboy indian days. Don't like blow away!” 

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “We filed a complaint against a neighbor who damaged our property. He listened to both sides of the 
problem and was very courteous.”  

■ Very satisfied 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “I asked if there was suspected drugs in a house, if a search could be permitted. There was no 
questioning of why I though that way or why I would allow that to happen in my home.”  

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “The cop said he was sick of getting calls from my sister in law’s 
residence and questioned if she wanted to have these event ongoing. What kind of question is 
that? Of course not.”  

■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
 

○ “Made sure to let me know the situation was taken care of.”  
■ Very satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “She took my concern seriously”  

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “Refused to take someone to crisis” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “I didn't call 911, as it wasn't an emergency.  I called the police directly.”  

■ Very satisfied “The officer was courteous and paid attention to what I told him.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, other race, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Took my call seriously.”  

■ Somewhat satisfied 
■ (21-30 years old, nonbinary, other sexual orientation, white-hispanic, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Somewhat satisfied “They had to come to my work to deal with a customer. They did their job 
and removed the person from the store.” 

■ (21-30 years old, man, homosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Somewhat dissatisfied “I reported a sexual assault but because I'm a male and I reported on a 

female, nothing has been done. They try to use what I reported on the person against me.” 
■ (18-20 years old, man, heterosexual, asian, not a homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very dissatisfied “I was told they had better things to worry about.” 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, bisexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very satisfied “They resolved the issue” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, bisexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very satisfied “My interactions with Wausau officers have always been respectful and 
professional” 

■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “Sexual assault victim was not willing to come forward with 

consistent report of incidents.” 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ BLANK 
■ Somewhat satisfied “No follow-up was provided to me after the promised action was carried 

out.” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “Weird person in cemetery and I called police and they didn't 
even go and check it out. Probably the same guy that killed             .” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Somewhat satisfied “It was a fraud allegation- there was probably nothing more the 

department could help us with. They did their best.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very satisfied “Polite, thorough, friendly interaction.” 
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “I had video of the thief but they were never able to ID or arrest 
them” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

● Respect Rate 3 
○ “Getting pulled over for "failing to stop at a stop sign" clearly it was a tactic to get drunk driving. Always 

happens late night or on holidays where heavy drinking is happening.” 
■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
■  (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Getting pulled over for "failing to stop at a stop sign" clearly it was a tactic to get drunk driving. Always 

happens late night or on holidays where heavy drinking is happening”  
■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
■ (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner) 

 
○ “After my husband died, my home was broken in to.”  

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “House was broken into again, but the alarm system went off” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders)  

 
○ “991 - told me that they had no officers available due to shift change”  

■ Very dissatisfied 
■ (66 or older, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Anytime i call the police *which i dont like doing because of this* there is always aa feeling of 

exasperation on the other end”  
■ Somewhat dissatisfied “When interacting with a small child who was very afraid and nervous 

one of the officers was very curt and rude to the adults trying to comfort the child so he could 
tell the police what had happened” 

■ (21-30 years old, man, homosexual, white, not a homeowner, 4 disorders) 
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○ “I suppose as normally as one could.. Given the situation at hand.”  
■ Very dissatisfied “Yes, we have cameras and caught a man opening my car door attempting to 

steak. My husband confronted the man as I called 911. The man was caught but not even 
charged or arrested, even tho he had a backpack filled with misc. things like jewelry, coins, 
phone, airpods and other items.” 

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white-hispanic, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 
 

○ “I thought somone broke into my house” 
■ Neither satisfied “They told me not to buy a gun” 
■  (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “They didn't have anything to offer for help that I haven't already done or is limited by my disability. 

The officer was respectful but not at all helpful”  
■ Very dissatisfied “They just don't understand how to help people with any sense of compassion 

and care”  
■ (31-50 years old, woman, bisexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “The 911 operator took my info and said an officer may be contacting me if they needed more info.”  

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “I was attacked by a dog and chased into a busy 4 lane road by it. The 
officer wasn't concerned at all about the dog owner letting their dog run free and was more 
concerned if I said the 'F' word in front of the dog owner's teenager as the dog chased me into a 
busy four lane road and tried to bite me. I couldn't believe I was chastised by a police officer for 
possibly cussing (I don't even remember if I did cuss, but the dog owner claimed I did so the cop 
listened to them, as if they were a victim) as I tried not to be bit by a dog or smashed by cars in 
the road. Really weird priorities on that call, and I can only assume this was a friend of the 
officer and thus they can do no wrong in their eyes. Here's a tip, in very stressful situations, 
people may cuss, it happens. It's also protected speech since it was not intended to cause a 
disturbance. Having lived in other cities, I can't recall officers getting upset at someone for 
possibly using a swear word during a stressful situation.” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “The officer acknowledged me when approached but stillmore interfered In the [illegible] in his care. 
However he assured me he already addressed the issue.”  

■ Somewhat satisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “They didn't take me seriously - said I didn't have proof and when I did find proof they would take my 

complaint = officer _____”  
■ Very dissatisfied “My belongings and cats are missing and she refused to investigate my 

belongings and cats are gone and there is nothing I can do about it.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Report suspicious activity”  

■ Somewhat satisfied “Took information and sent officer later” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “felt I was being fed align of crap, to shut me up”  

■ Somewhat satisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “I called them to a fight at a night club, they came and help us with the situation, everything went well. 
No one else was hurt or injured.”  

■ Somewhat satisfied “Lots of language barriers, no one spoke spanish which made it hard to 
claim the situations.” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, other race, homeowner, 3 disorders) 
 

○ “Felt like officers were condescending towards me”  
■ Somewhat dissatisfied “Seemed as though they failed to recognize the seriousness of a fellow 

officers actions. Quickly went into a defense of fellow officers actions.” 
■ (man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Reported a truck leaking fuel to a city street”  

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I did not call 911. I spoke with an officer directly who was indifferent and arrogant.”  

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, man, homosexual, other race, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The main issue i have is with dispatch, when I need to call about something dispatch I've usually had 

very rude dispatch people.  I am hesitant to call when I need to because I hate dealing with dispatch, 
they need to be more considerate and realize its not everyday we have to call and it's usually a bad 
situation we are already stressed we don't need them being rude and harsh.  I have not had any issues 
with actual officers, only dispatch to complain about.”  

■ Somewhat satisfied “We've had drugs being sold in our neighborhood and reported video and 
plates to local neighborhood officer.  Hoping they can put a stop to this in our neighborhood.”  

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “The dispatch took my request professionally and did not make me feel like my request wasn’t needed”  
■ Somewhat dissatisfied “The police officer who went to do a welfare Check on the patient never 

called me back directly with an update on the outcome”  
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The officer we spoke to was not knowledgeable in our situation.”  

■ Very dissatisfied “Had know knowledge of laws about renters and landlords” 
● (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Called non-emergency to report neighbors using grass lawn as parking lot repeatedly. Person I spoke 

with said it's their property, they can do what they want. I said I understood there was a city ordinance 
against this. Got put on hold. When she came back on the line she said ‘I guess you're right’” 

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “See above- police were dispatched to residence w the lawn parking 
habit, but its very unsettling that when you call the police, they don't know the city's 
rules/ordinances”  

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 
 

○ “The dispatcher discounted what I had experienced and made me feel like I was being a bother by 
calling. I just wanted to feel safe.” 

■ Very satisfied “When the officer came, it was great.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “I called for a welfare check.  Based on the individual i called about, their vocal demeanor didnt seem 
like it was a pressing matter to them and that they already had this "misconception" of this individual 
and seemed to not take the call for the mental health welfare check seriously because of their own 
misconception/lack of empathy.” 

■ Very dissatisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very dissatisfied “My neighbors continue to drive their 4 wheelers up and down the alleys and 
around the block as well as burning things in their fires and setting off fireworks.” 

■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, asian, homeowner, 3 disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “Interact with police often on behalf of patients as a behavioral 

health care provider. Their ability to appropriately address people with mental health issues is 
HIGHLY variable, and CART team has been undesirable, even though they provide a GREAT 
service, because NCHC has been billing people for the service without informed consent. The 
barriers often leave our team debating whether the police are the right resource..” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Very satisfied “The officer went out of his way to protect my personal information and made it 

very clear that he was there to help” 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very dissatisfied “I have yet to get my truck back that was stolen and I know that they know 
where it is” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, american indian/alaska native, not a homeowner, 4 disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Somewhat dissatisfied “Went with black man to retrieve belongings from white female. We left 

with nothing because officer didn't push much authority or the rights for black male” 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, bisexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very dissatisfied “The police department has been so focused on improving relations with the 
community it seems they no longer are able to enforce the law. There has been too much 
friendly officer and not enough law enforcer.” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “The response or follow up was delayed and the people we had 

called to have investigated up at the school in middle of night had moved on.” 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ BLANK 

■ Very dissatisfied “My son while a minor had an altercation where his life was threatened and 
damage was done to my car. The offenders were not charged and the officers lied to me, which 
I found out after seeing bodycam footage. My son is also mixed race.”  

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ BLANK 

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied “Don't like to call police for odd/scary things in neighborhood, 
but feel uncomfortable not doing something.” 

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ BLANK 
■ Somewhat dissatisfied “Said that they are aware of the concern but nothing could be done at 

this time” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
● Respect Rate 2 

○ “The officer seemed annoyed they were called for a fight.” 
■ Somewhat dissatisfied “The officers attitude” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “I walked in and told them I was suicidal and then they let me leave. They didn't care!” 

■ Very dissatisfied “Just because I have a record and substance abuse doesn't mean I'm not 
human” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 4 disorders) 
 

○ “There was an individual that was stalking my home, my wife, and my kids and they didn't do anything 
about it. He still causes problems.” 

■ Very dissatisfied “no help at all, still having problems.” 
■ (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, other race, not a homeowner, 3 disorders) 

 
○ “911 operator was rude to me” 

■ Very satisfied “          responded to a traffic I was involved in.  She was so kind and helpful. 
Helped calm my anxiety and overall displayed a high level of professionalism” 

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “Dispatcher seemed cold like a robot” 
■ Somewhat satisfied “The emergency responders seemed annoyed like I bothered them.” 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 3 disorders) 

 
○ “Initially,  I wasn’t given the time of day. My civil dispute wasn’t taken seriously.” 

■ Somewhat satisfied “I felt that I needed to guilt the officer into assisting with my civil dispute. 
Had to explain to the gentleman that I was a front line health care worker before I was taken 
seriously” 

■ (21-30 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “The way the officer looked at and spoke to me” 
■ Somewhat dissatisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I called the non emergency number twice in a week span (I believe in April) because there was a black 

car parked outside my house for more than 2 hours around the times of 1-3am. Both times it took an 
officer over an hour to show up. One of the times a person in the car got out, stood on the curb and 
stared at my house for twenty minutes. This was incredibly terrifying as I’m a 22 year old female.” 

■ Very dissatisfied 
■ (21-30 years old, woman, bisexual, homeowner, 3 disorders) 
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○ “The male officers were rude and seemed to side with male aggressor that was reported to them. They 

did nothing help for or to improve the situation”  
■ Very dissatisfied “The officers did not want to answer questions and the male officers became 

agitated when they were asked questions” 
■ (31-50 years old, other gender, other sexual orientation, other race, zero disorders) 

 
○ “My truck died on the country road, out of gas, had no phone to call, no one, so a random person 

stopped and called the police for help. No one showed up until 4 hours later but the officer that came 
was very helpful.” 

■ Somewhat satisfied “They took way too long to react to a call but when it comes down to 
getting people arrested they always on time.”  

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, asian, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “They held an attitude as if I was lower than them” 
■ Very dissatisfied “Very ignorant” 
■ (31-50 years, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “Felt like he had something else to do” 

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 3 disorders) 

 
○ “Acted like my complaint was not worth their time” 

■ Very satisfied “Responded quickly and took care of the issue” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Yes. I was told to handle the offenders by myself” 

■ Somewhat satisfied “After I argued that I was too old and frail to confront my neighbors myself 
the police showed up” 

■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I stopped at the dept to show some documents I'd just collected from an extremist group intending to 
do a drive-through in Wausau. Although polite, the officer was suspicious and doubtful and didn't take 
me seriously.” 

■ Somewhat dissatisfied  
■ (66 or older, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Called because my dog ran away” 

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “No answer!!” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, one disorder) 

 
● Respect Rate 1 

○ “Several…” 
■ Very dissatisfied “the            ” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “The 911 dispatcher (NOT the responding officer) was rude, did not collect good information, and hung 

up when I felt like I needed someone to stay on the line with me.” 
■ Somewhat satisfied “The officer was patience, calm, and asked great questions to get the issue 

resolved in a peaceful way.” 
■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 1 disorder) 
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○ “I had somebody punched my car. I reported it the 911 operator was rude. And officer           did nothing 

but detain us. He also let the aggressive man go. Then threatened the victims (us) with a disorderly 
conduct charge. We had the whole thing on video. But took the aggressive mans side. Not the elderly 
victims.” 

■ Very dissatisfied “We were treated beyond poorly by your officer. we complained to his 
superior and nothing was ever done.” 

■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “The lady yelled at me and told me an officer was sent after waiting over 2.5 hours and no one showed 
up. When I called back she yelled at me and said they have other calls.” 

■ Very dissatisfied “The police officer told me on several calls to my house of break in and threats 
to kill my family that there was a nothing he could do because of covid and laughed in my face 
as I cried when I asked for a restraining order against person trying to break in and trying to kill 
my family!  Laughed when I said this person was stalking me and my family.” 

■ (31-50 years old, woman, heterosexual, other race, not a homeowner, zero disorders) 
 

○ “I was needing help with restraining order. Felt like they were blowing me off” 
■ Very dissatisfied “Was made to feel guilty and had to prove innocence” 
■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “The officer listened to my complaints” 

■ Somewhat dissatisfied “I received no case number and have received no follow up for 2 months 
now” 

■ (31-50 years old, man, heterosexual, white, not a homeowner, 4 disorders) 
 

○ “I tried to report someone who was obviously on drugs and making me uncomfortable. The dispatcher 
made me feel like I was in the wrong for reporting it and in the next hour while I was nearby no officer 
ever responded.” 

■ Very dissatisfied 
■ (31-50 years old, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I called 911 at the request of a stranger who had been shot near my home. Victim was still on the 

premises” 
■ Very dissatisfied 

 
○ “They never showed up because they had other issues they thought were I guess more important to 

them.” 
■ Very dissatisfied “Afraid” 
■ (66 or older, man, other sexual orientation, white, homeowner, 1 disorder) 

 
○ “The dispatcher did not take my call about illegal fireworks in a residential neighborhood late on a 

weeknight and asked if I was "seriously" reporting something like that. (And no it was not the 4th of 
July.)” 

■ Neither satisfied or dissatisfied 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, white, homeowner, 2 disorders) 

 
○ “Called in a crime & they called back to ask if my boyfriend was on drugs and told him hae made up his 

story” 
■ Very dissatisfied “they were jerks” 
■ (18-20 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
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○ “I've often had negative interactions with 911 operators; rudeness and really a "you are bothering me" 

type attitude has come across in their words.  The police department is amazing.   911 operators could 
use some help in common courtesy toward those of us just trying to help when we see something 
dangerous or illegal.” 

■ Very satisfied “They have always been courteous, caring, kind, and ready to help.” 
■ (51-65 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 

 
○ “I work in a healthcare setting. We called non-emergency d/t fraudulent prescriptions for narcotics. 1st 

the officer told me writing fake prescriptions "was not a crime." I questioned that and she looked it up 
and called me back to say it was indeed a crime but not a felony. She specifically said "responding to 
anything other than felonies was not worth her time"” 

■ Very dissatisfied “See above. She specifically stated "responding to anything other than 
felonies was not worth her time." I should have called another officer but I assumed all officers 
would respond the same way” 

■ (21-30 years old, woman, heterosexual, white, homeowner, zero disorders) 
 













Wausau Policing Task Force Draft Recommendations

Issue How it impacts law 
enforcement

Options Outcomes Costs Partners Task Force 
Recommendation

Lack of a local 
medical detox facility

NCHC Accelerate opening Part of emodel check 
timeline of NCHC 

Lack of open 
Medicall Monitored 
Treatment MMT 
inpatient facility

 NCHC Accelerate reopening Part of emodel check 
timeline of NCHC 

Prompt medical 
necessity 
determinations 
under s. 51.15 Wis 
Statutes

Ties up officers while they 
wait for determination can 
take 8-9 hours (Judges no 
longer sign orders) Creates 
trauma for patient

Impactful to person 
in crisis

NCHC. Aspirus, 
Winnebago

Request that parties 
develop BMPs to 
accelerate 
processing

Not a facility issues 
psychiatric 
emergwncy room

Case management 
for those entering 
voluntary 
commitments

Try to meet least restrictive 
threshold however many 
need care, when not 
required to follow through 
on care plan some don't 
creating additional work for 
LE  Need to meet people 
where they are at.

NCHC, Others (Social 
Services) 
foundations 

Expand case 
management 
opportunities in 
community

Housing alternatives 
for those in need of 
services, with low 
incomes, poor rental 
history

Trying to work with 
individuals to improve 
situation, lack of affordable 
housing based on income or 
rental history

CPC, Catholic 
Charities NCCAP, 
landlord association, 
CDA Econ. 
Development

Request that parties 
develop community 
program/appraoch 

24/7 supervision for 
those in 
need/support

Lack of capacity to follow-
up and monitor results in 
falling back.  Not on 
voluntary committment

Access to care 
enhances success

NCHC, Others (Social 
Services) 
foundations 

Expand case 
management 
opportunities in 
community



Wausau Policing Task Force Draft Recommendations

CART expansion Currently M-F during day 
benefit to expanding 
availability

 NCHC Expand crisis 
intervention capacity 
in system at PD or in 
community

Make require 
modification of the 
model.

Transportation to 
necessary services 
for those at risk

Inability to access 
transportation results in 
missed appointments and 
opportunities

NCHC, 
Transportation 
providers

Expand on demand 
services to address 
critical needs

Expand NCHC 
transportation 
program  they have a 
van from MC
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